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Bebb : Clinton : MacOwan 
 

PART ONE: The Bebb Introduction 
 

On September 10, 1873, George Clinton of Buffalo, New York, received a letter 
from Michael Shuck Bebb (1833 - 1895). September of that year provided nothing 
to write in Clinton’s collecting journal, perhaps a few desultory notes on a weed 
or two, and Bebb’s letter is received with no note. Years earlier, on April 3, 1868, 
he had “expressed packages” of specimens to Bebb at the Winnebago Depot, 
Winnebago Co., Illinois, and presumably received some in return for the 
Herbarium at the Buffalo Society of Natural Sciences. 

 
Clinton saved his first letter of 1865 from Bebb, when Bebb lived in Washington 
D.C. and had just lost his beloved first wife. However, evidence within the letters 
indicates a relationship previous to the year (1865) when Clinton’s entire letter 
collection began, yet perhaps only from 1864, when he wrote, to a variety of 
American botanists, about “deficiencies in the Cabinet” in Albany, New York.  

 
Bebb had moved to Fountaindale, his father’s estate in Winnebago Co., Illinois, 
from Washington D. C. in 1867. There was a gap between March 17th, 1870 and 
September 1873 when Bebb did not write to Clinton - perhaps brought low by 
personal troubles associated with money (Bebb had nine children by this time) 
and sickness, or simply that Clinton, when his protégé in Albany, New York, 
Charles Horton Peck, had begun to focus on cryptogams, Clinton shifted his 
botanical focus as well. When the correspondence is resumed in 1873, it deals 
with a bundle of vascular plants sent by MacOwan to Bebb earlier, in around 
1871, in return for cryptogams: mosses, fungi and lichens. By then MacOwan had 
become a “valued friend” to Bebb. It was in 1873 that “... Mr. Bebb gave himself 
up to the special study of willows” (Deane 1896) during the future course of 
which he would distinguish himself as an expert in “salicology” in North America 
and Europe. By 1873, Bebb possessed a significant herbarium of 30,000 
specimens representing 15,000 species (Deane 1896). Besides species from the 
floristic region of Gray’s Manual of Botany, “he had valuable additions from 
Europe and Southern Africa ....” (Deane 1896). 

 
On September 1, 1873, Bebb wrote the following letter to Clinton. He had, 
apparently, been visiting Asa Gray of Cambridge, and had been looking at Gray’s 
album of photographic cartes-de-visit, or calling cards, that botanists were avidly 
having taken at commercial photography parlors and distributing to anyone who 
considered him or herself a botanist. Such photography came to the forefront of 
the public mind with its use during the recently (1865) ended American Civil War 
by soldiers and their loved ones back home, as well as newspaper correspondents 
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documenting the conflict. At the time of the letters, these “cartes” were especially 
taken by people who considered themselves, or were considered, to be of historic 
importance for their times. MacOwan had his taken (see frontispiece above) and 
sought Clinton’s (see below). 

 
 

Vol. 10 no. 8 [A 334] 
 
Fountaindale, Ills 
Sept. 1st [18]73 
 
Hon. G. W. Clinton, 
 
My dear Sir 
 
I was looking over Dr. Grays album not long since when I came to the photo-presentment of a 
botanist fully armed and equipped for field work. Who is this quoth I -- “Don’t you know?” 
Indeed I do not, looking closer - “My, that’s our friend Judge Clinton!” What led me to inquire  
after you - and so I found out that you were still active but in a field wherein I confess myself a 
perfect ignoramus, but I want to help my valued friend MacOwan of Cape Good Hope - Will you 
exchange North American mosses, Lichens or Fungi for South African Phaenogams plants. I 
have a few hundred of specimens which I have undertaken thus to exchange. I can answer you 
that the specimens are beautiful and critically determined and indeed very many excellent. 
Please let me hear from you, and if you do not care to make such an exchange yourself, perhaps 
you could put me on the track of some good fungus man or Lichen Maniac - I am only a kind of 
“agent” in the matter. Don’t know a thing about Fungi - but I do know a good specimen of a 
Phaenogam and these of MacOwans are admirable. 
 
At any rate - if only for the sake of Auld Lang Syne I shall be glad to hear from you 
 
very respectfully & truly yours 
 
M. S. Bebb 
 
 [over] 
 
P.O. Fountaindale 
Winnebago Co. 
Illinois 
 
Rec’d Sept. 10. ans’d yes! Sept. 13. 
[last letter March 17th, 1870] 
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George W. Clinton 

 
(Photo-image courtesy Hunt Institute for Botanical Documentation, Carnegie 
Mellon University, Pittsburgh, Pa.). 
 
This photograph, “of a botanist fully armed and equipped for field work” must be 
an image of Clinton in the present photograph collection of the Hunt Institute of 
Botanical Documentation, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. It is a studio portrait of the 
interior of a house and of a man dressed elegantly for the field, with a vasculum 
for the collection of fresh plant material, a hat with a brim and walking stick. It  is 
rather unlike the typical cartes-de-visit Clinton had been sending around and 
which even he did not approve of.  
The interior is curiously shabby compared to many other such portraits taken 
commercially. It is probable that this image is among those in the collection of 
Asa Gray. 
 
Clinton, by this time, had devoted himself to his liaison with Charles Peck, 
botanist for New York State and curator of the New York State herbarium in 
Albany, New York. Peck had earlier distinguished himself in bryology, but by now 
had removed himself from academic competition in bryology with the eminent 
Leo Lesquereux, a colleague of William S. Sullivant of Columbus, Ohio. Peck was 
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at this time devoted to mycology. Interest in lichens devolved upon Clinton’s 
other protégé, Mary Wilson, who was (an unofficial?) curator of the herbarium of 
the Buffalo Society of Natural Sciences, in Buffalo, New York. She was in 
correspondence with Edward Tuckerman, the leading lichenologist in the United 
States at the time. 

 
MacOwan, in 1871, had apparently sent to Bebb a package of 650 vascular species 
from the Cape Province of South Africa, from the small town of Somerset East, 
due north of Port Elizabeth. His specimens appear to have derived, at this time, 
primarily from the area around the town, in the Boschberg Mountains, a wooded 
eminence with deep ravines (the kloof), and not from the fascinating renosterveld 
grasslands of the Cape Peninsula on the western, or Atlantic coast. Fungi may be 
had in the kloofs (the “clefts”) or ravines and other sheltered areas where perhaps 
bits of the Southern Afrotemperate Forest, the rare areas of indigenous forest 
persisting in remnant patches, may have been found.  

 
Bebb is rather enthusiastic about the opportunity of acquiring several hundreds 
of exotic specimens from South Africa to add to his collections, which appear to 
be mostly exchange material of northeastern North American species. MacOwan 
is rather distant about Bebb’s receipt of these, indicating to Clinton that the 
parcels were not intended for him, Bebb, but perhaps were for Asa Gray instead. 
They had been “annexed” by Bebb and MacOwan would have to “settle that with 
Dr. Gray, ” although MacOwan then relents, being gratified that the specimens 
are useful to Bebb’s herbarium, the species not being represented there. 

 
MacOwan’s packet appears to have been part of a named and numbered set of 
loose specimens (exsiccatae), the Austro-Africanae, but which was not a bound 
publication (Sayre 1975), although MacOwan was exchanging with numerous 
individuals in South Africa. 
 
For example, in the Kriebel Herbarium of Purdue University (PUL) there is a 
specimen of Adiantum ethiopicum Thunb.  from South Africa made by the Rev. 
Leopold Richard Baur (1825-1889) from a donation to the University of 
specimens by George Clinton.  Baur was a Moravian missionary stationed in 1873 
at Baziya, “between the upper reaches of the Bashee and Umtata Rivers, in the 
Transkei” (Gunn & Codd 1981), when Baur began sending specimens to 
MacOwan, then teaching at Gill College in Somerset East. “... thus began a long 
association with MacOwan and over the years many novelties and interesting 
records from this little-known area were sent to Kew.” (Gunn & Codd 1981). 
(digital image of PUL specimen courtesy Nick Harby, of Purdue University). 
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Example MacOwan specimen in the Clinton Herbarium (BUF). 
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Only a day or so after receiving Bebb’s first letter, on September 13 Clinton 
enthusiastically answered (“yes!”). Bebb ten days later wrote: 

 
 

Vol. 10 no. 23 [A 316] 
 
Fountaindale, Ills [Illinois] 
Sep’r 23’d 1873 
 
Hon. G. W. Clinton 
Dear Sir 
 
I am so glad to get your letter - the sight of your familiar handwriting so wonderfully unchanged 
reminds me pleasantly of times gone by - Well first as to this exchange - I have now a parcel 
from Mr. P. MacOwan (President of Gill College, Somerset East, South Africa) containing about 
650 species, Capensae [sic] Of these perhaps 200 are wanting to my own Herb. - not 200 of the 
best specimens by any means, but simply my desiderata. These I wish to take out but will not 
have time to do so till early in Nov’r. I will then send you the 400+ Austro Africanae, leaving you 
to make a return. Your parcel can be sent to me, and I will include it in my next envoi which will 
scarcely be ready before Dec 1st. I will have to ask you to cover the expense of transmission to 
this place - after that I will send to Boston to be shipped by sailing vessel. 
 
I am sure my friend will appreciate your mosses & fungi, and I hope you will find his specimens 
an acceptable addition to your Herb. - If I only had my own desiderata out I would send at once - 
but it was two years ago that I arranged my first receipt of these Cape plants and I shall have to 
refer often to my Herb. now to see what I have and what I have not. 
 
I have just found two or three splendid hybrid Oaks between Quercus alba & macrocarpa and I 
am not altogether sure that I have hit upon the explanation of the “miniature fruit” (?) [sic] of 
olivaeformis Michx. 
 
How I wish I lived within reach of a large library and a large Herbarium. 
 
Have you given up the proposed catalogue of Buffalo Plants? I hope not! 
 
Very respectfully & truly yours 
 
M. S. Bebb. 
Rec’d Sept. 30, ans’d Oct. 7. 
 

In Asa Gray’s 6th edition of his Manual, Gray wrote that Quercus macrocarpa 
var. olivaeformis, Gray “is only a narrower-leaved form with unusually small 
oblong acorns.” (p. 475). In his fifth edition (1867), Gray wrote “var. olivaeformis 
(Q. olivaeformis Michx.) is apparently a mere state of [Q. macrocarpa Michx.] 
(figured by Michaux with unripe or imperfect fruit), with narrower and more 
deeply lobed leaves, and oblong acorns and cups.” (p. 451). 

 
The “proposed catalogue” was to be a list of the species found within a circle with 
a radius of 50 miles around the City of Buffalo, New York. Clinton had published 
a preliminary checklist in 1864 and had been working on its revision assiduously 
since then. The final work was compiled and issued by Clinton’s successor, David 
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F. Day, in 1882. 
 

The death of Bebb’s father in 1873 was not noted by his biographer (Deane 1896) 
and it was for this cause that Bebb delayed a month in responding to Clinton’s 
letter of October 7. Many things happened in Bebb’s life in 1873: he nearly sold 
the ancestral estate at Fountaindale due to a “large influx into the west of a 
foreign population and consequent overproduction of farm staples” which must 
have depressed prices. But this was also the year he decided to begin his 
systematic study of willows (Salix) - early in the year he began to plant his 
“salicetum,” a plantation of willows to complement those growing naturally in a 
creek bottom on his estate. By 1873 he possessed 15,000 species on 30,000 
specimens in his personal herbarium (Deane 1986). 

 
In November, Bebb responded to Clinton’s note: 

 
Vol. 10 no. 58 [A 277] 
 
Fountaindale, Ills 
Nov. 8th, 1873 
 
My dear Sir 
 
The recent death of my father, the weeks of care & anxiety, which preceded his passing away, 
and having my time much occupied since by matters demanding immediate attention will 
explain this tardy acknowledgement of your heartily welcomed letter dated Oct. 7th. 
 
All plant work has been put back, indeed I have only this evening fairly fastened upon arrears of 
correspondence. Next week I intend to resume botanical work. I think as far as MacOwan’s 
parcel is concerned that I can go over it and take out at least 300 or more species, recognizable 
at once as already in my own Herb. These I can send you, reserving the others for slower picking 
over. I gratefully appreciate the compliments you propose to pay my friend. That he is an 
excellent gentleman, botanywise & otherwise I have no doubt. I was much amused by the closing 
paragraph of a recent letter, as illustrating the man’s character - “Excuse this vile scrawl written 
at intervals in a very prosy Senatus-Meeting: the members, good simple ones! think I am taking 
elaborate notes of everybody’s  speechifications only that is an elaborate mistake.” And this 
reminds me of a time when you received a parcel of mine, looked it part way through [?], and 
wrote a hasty note in the morning - then again, later in the day, when on the bench - about 
something you thought of at the time and had omitted before, and finally “10 thly [= tenthly], 
lastly, finally, and conclusively” a letter the same evening when you had reached the bottom! 
 
I like letters that appear to be written to toss across a table, friendly scraps, with out set phrase 
either to begin or end with -parts of a continuous correspondence. 
 
Yours very truly 
M. S. Bebb 
 
Rec’d Nov. 13, wrote him Nov. 27. 
 

Clinton at this time in his career, at least, was very impatient with sitting on the 
judicial bench and longed to be out botanizing. He would even botanize in the 
patch of earth around the Court House at lunch or some other break in the 
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judicial routine - collecting weeds. His agitation appears to be matched by 
MacOwan who wrote a letter at various moments during a “faculty meeting” and 
which reminded Bebb of a letter from Clinton written during the course of a day’s 
responsibilities. 

 
After Clinton wrote Bebb on November 27, we are informed Bebb received 
Clinton’s letter in the astonishing time of two days. In 1850, when Bebb’s father 
bought the five-thousand acre estate he called Fountaindale, “The regular route 
was by canal packet on the Miami canal to Sandusky, and thence by steamer to 
Chicago” (Deane 1896). It is probably subsequent railroad connections that made 
such a rapid mail delivery possible in 1873 - particularly a route from Buffalo 
through southern Ontario, Canada to Chicago, or along the north shore of Lake 
Erie. 

 
 

Vol. 10 no. 71 [A 263] 
 
Fountaindale, Ills 
Nov. 29th [18]73 
 
Hon. G. W. Clinton 
 
My dear Sir 
 
I have just this P.M. received your note of Nov. 27th and I hasten to reply - indeed I ought to 
have written before. My quandary is just this! - When I came to overhaul MacOwan’s parcel and 
compare with my Herbarium I was surprised to find that so many of the species included in the 
present sending were different from those I had before received. There were indeed only 150 + 
species duplicated. I had a letter not long ago from Prof. MacOwan asking me if, I would receive 
from him a parcel of 4-500 species Austro Africanae Phaenogams and undertake to exchange 
them for Cryptogams - so I have not the slightest hesitancy in in [sic] believing that any 
deficiency in his return to you over and above the 150 species would be in time made good - Or if 
you think best I will sent the 150 now, and you send him a small parcel as a kind of initiation 
exchange, and hereafter do more.  
 
I have already written him about you. I am chagrined that I should leave you so far astray in my 
reckoning of the plants in hand. At all events don’t send me anything till you get a parcel from 
me which will be I hope soon. I intend to put in some things of my own collecting to patch up 
shortcomings as far as possible - Salix adenophylla Hook. & two willows new to the Flora of the 
Northern States, several forms of Quercus hybrids - between alba and macrocarpa, Pentstemon 
grandiflora, Bonamia Pickeringii from a western locality, Carex Bebbii Olney n. sp. &c., &c. 
 
Believe me to be, 
My dear sir 
Very truly yours 
M. S. Bebb 
 
Rec’d Dec. 3, Dec. 12 expressed package & wrote to him. 
 

The genus Bonamia is in the Morning-glory Family (Convolvulaceae). 
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After decision to become a professional systematist in 1873, Bebb soon became 
enough of an authority, for in 1874 “he was asked by Dr. Asa Gray to contribute 
the Salices to Brewer and Watson’s Botany of California.” His first paper on 
willows: “A new species of willows (S. laevigata) from California, and notes on 
some other North American species” in the American Naturalist was published in 
1874 (Deane 1896). 

 
On December 12, Clinton “expressed” his package to Bebb, which one presumes 
was then on its way to Boston and on to South Africa. 

 
 

 
Vol. 10 no. 80 [A 254] 
 
Fountaindale Ills 
Dec 23d [18]73 
 
Hon. G. W. CLinton 
 
Dear Sir 
 
Your favor of Dec’r 3’d was duly received and while I was considering what I ought to say or do 
in view of your reckless disregard of quid pro quo I have my perplexity ended by the 
simultaneous receipt of your note of the 12th inst. and the “largish” bundle. Well there is 
nothing for me to do but to forward your generous sending. That it is a valuable collection I have 
not the least doubt - (a conviction I must confess that is quite as strong from just looking at the 
outside wrapper as it would be were I to go over the contents). Nor have I any doubt but thus in 
time you will receive from Prof. MacOwan a satisfactory return. 
 
Pater familias can scarcely be expected to command his own time “about these days” but so soon 
as the hurrah of the Holidays is past I must go to work in earnest to discharge my obligations to 
botanical friends. Where first in order will be a bundle for you. I hope you have already written 
to MacOwan (Prof. P. MacOwan, Gill College, Somerset East, Cape of Good Hope)  
 
I know you will like each other. 
 
With all Christmas good wishes 
Believe me 
Yours sincerely 
 
M. S. Bebb 
 
Rec’d Dec. 30, wrote Jan. 19. 

 
 

Clinton was committed to obtaining South African plants. Bebb’s “hurrah of the 
Holidays,” may be imagined when considering his wife and their nine or so 
children in the household. 

 
With this last note, Bebb has started Clinton off on his brief correspondence with 
Peter MacOwan: 
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Vol. 10 no. 102 [A 231] 
 
Fountaindale, Ills 
Jan [11? 18?] [18]74 
 
Hon. G. W. Clinton 
 
My dear sir 
 
I enclose a name for the label-less S. [?] Africander [?]. Must have dropped out in some way for I 
did not carry any of the specimens into my Herb. - having received it before - Mea culpa.    I fell 
on the ice and cut my thumb so that I can not write easily -  
 
Yours very truly 
 
M. S. Bebb 
 
Rec’d Feb. 4. 

 
 

As to the ultimate location of Bebb’s herbarium, which should have included his 
South African specimens, it is perhaps sad to say that the most general 
compendium of herbaria and their “significant collections” or “collectors,” the 
Index Herbariorum (Thiers, 2009), there is no indication of the possessor of 
Bebb’s herbarium. After a search on various websites, it is apparently in Chicago, 
Illinois (USA) at the Field Museum: Annual report of the director, 1897 - 1898, 
Publication 29, Report Series Vol. 1(4) - for 1898: “The bulk of the purchased 
books and pamphlets was derived from the library of the late Mr. Bebb, and came 
with the collection of plants bought by the Museum.” Other than Bebb’s specialty 
in Willows and his European and South African plants, his remaining specimens 
were apparently all duplicates or general specimens of American species from the 
floristic region of Gray’s Manual (with an early focus on the states of the 
northeastern United States), hence, probably beneath the notice of a major 
herbarium seeking material with a unique provenance. It is probable that the 
specimens mentioned in Bebb’s correspondence now reside at the Field Museum 
(F). They were probably sold (three) years after his death in an effort to support 
Bebb’s wife and nine surviving children. 
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PART TWO A: Introduction to MacOwan and First Letter  
 
NAME: MacOwan, Hon. and Prof. Peter (1830-1909)  
Gill College, Somerset East, Cape of Good Hope. 
V10:  10:155 (two pages) [5 April, 1874], 173 [written to Asa Gray, Aug.1, [18]'74] 
V11:  11:39 [April 23, 1875], 182 [21 Dec. 1876] 
[also J. R. Holland: Vol. 11: 175 [Jan.? 1877] 
Somerset East, Cape of Good Hope [Clinton index Vol. 10] 
Gill College, Somerset East, Cape of Good Hope.   

 
The correspondence of Peter MacOwan with George W. Clinton, curated by the 
Research Library of the Buffalo Museum of Science, Buffalo, New York, is 
composed of three letters to Clinton, one to Asa Gray, which was forwarded to 
Clinton by Gray, and one from J. R. Holland, a friend of MacOwan's at Port 
Elizabeth, Cape of Good Hope. 
 
MacOwan was born in England and received a degree in chemistry from the 
University of London in 1857, and became Professor in chemistry the same year. 
In 1861 he, together with his wife, moved to South Africa to recover from a lung 
disorder from which he rapidly recovered after immigration. In 1862, he became 
principal of Shaw College, Grahamstown where he probably continued to teach 
chemistry, but became increasingly interested in botany, at least as a collector, 
organizer and distributor of South African specimens. Actually, MacOwan 
resembles Clinton somewhat in that both are administrators, MacOwan in 
particular having a talent for this, Clinton a judge by profession and training, but 
also as the son of a famous U.S. (Civil War) Democrat and a symbol of the 
Democratic party.  
 
In the letters following, MacOwan, the chemist, speaks confidently of Winchester 
bottles, the last derivative of tri-chloro-methylammonium, a weak brandy 
solution of corrosive sublimate, and the removal of an offensive odor by 
immersion in Mercuri Chloridi. Yet he abandoned chemistry as a career after 
reaching South Africa, and turned to botany, a pursuit he initiated back in 
England while studying chemistry (Gunn & Codd 1981). Regretting the lack of a 
botanical library and a sophisticated herbarium, he focused on his administrative 
positions in botany and agriculture in South Africa, but sent specimens from the 
exotic flora of South Africa back to Europe, primarily, and to America, where 
perhaps most importantly to Asa Gray in Cambridge. 
 
Perhaps because it was such a new field and free of competition, MacOwan had 
exposed himself to the world of cryptogams - the fungi - much as did Charles H. 
Peck, Clinton's colleague in Albany, New York, and at least one species exists 
which MacOwan described: Uredo heteromorphae [sic] MacOwan, according to 
an internet website: the Index Fungorum. Clinton also managed to describe 
several mycological novelties, no doubt with Peck's assistance. 
 
While MacOwan became established in South Africa at Shaw College, 
Grahamstown, in 1862, in 1862 in Buffalo, New York, in the United States, 
Clinton first began his own collecting diary and continued to amass specimens for 
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the new herbarium of the Buffalo Society of Natural Sciences, of which Clinton 
was the founding president. The Buffalo society had only come into existence at 
the very end of 1861 - in January 1862, the members moved into rented rooms 
(Goodyear 1994).  
 
In the intervening years between 1862 and 1869, when MacOwan transferred to 
Gill College as science master, leaving Grahamstown for Somerset East, which is 
due north of Port Elizabeth, MacOwan had increasingly begun to devote himself 
to botany. During this time he began a correspondence with not only Asa Gray, 
but also Sir William J. Hooker, at Kew (Gunn & Codd 1981) and numerous other 
botanists of international distinction, as his letters below indicate. Hooker also 
sent to M. S. Bebb at least one thousand cuttings of European willow species in 
early 1873, when Bebb was a correspondent with MacOwan, for establishment in 
Bebb's two-acre willow garden (Deane 1896). 
 
Like Clinton in the United States for the State of New York, Asa Gray, at 
Cambridge, depended for his Manual of the Botany of the Northern United States 
in various editions “on others, rarely more than one or two from each of a few 
states, for material from the Manual-range,” (Fernald 1950). MacOwan also 
encouraged amateur collectors to collect specimens, forming an African Botanical 
Exchange Society. MacOwan derived a list of species then known from the Cape 
from the initial three volumes of the Flora Capensis and published this, much as 
Clinton published a catalogue of plants growing spontaneously around Buffalo 
mostly based on specimens examined, not from the literature. Clinton would 
have published an update in the 1880's but, as mentioned above, left Buffalo on 
the eve of its completion.  
 
Gill College opened as a university on March 18, 1869 when MacOwan 
transferred there from Shaw College. He became its first rector, as well as science 
master (Gill College website, September 2009). He worked at Gill College for the 
next 12 years before moving to Cape Town becoming Director of the Cape Town 
Botanic Garden, and Curator of the Cape Government Herbarium, as well as 
Professor of Botany at the South African College (Gunn & Codd 1981). 
 
Somerset East is a town, Eastern Cape, South Africa. It lies at the foot of the 
Boschberg Mountains, which at the end of the 18th century formed the eastern 
boundary of the Cape Colony. The town today is described as a quaint, serene 
little town. The Boschberg Nature Preserve is within sight, composed of thick 
woods, “in sight of 16 waterfalls” and there are five local dams built in the 
“kloofs” about the mountain. The town is 180 kilometers north of Port Elizabeth, 
formerly known as Algoa Bay:  
 
“I am far from the sea, 150 miles, i.e. 2 1/2 days ride in cart or horseback & rarely 
get away from this inland village long enough to make a sea-side trip worth 
having.” 
 
Clinton had received M. S. Bebb's note of December 23d 1873 on the 30th day of 
that month. By the 23d, Clinton had posted his parcel of specimens for Bebb to 
forward on to Boston and then on to South Africa, in return for some hundreds of 
MacOwan's specimens in Bebb's possession. In late December of 1873, or early 
January of the next year, 1874, Clinton had written directly to MacOwan, who 
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received his note of January 20 after some two months. In this year, 1874, 
MacOwan would be elected to the United States Academy of Natural Sciences 
(Gunn & Codd 1981). 
 
This institution is probably the Academy of Natural Sciences founded in 
Philadelphia in 1812 and which is considered to be the oldest research institution 
and natural history museum in the New World.  It is presently known as the 
Philadelphia Academy of Natural Sciences (Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia; 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Philadelphia_Academy_of_Natural_Sciences 
viewed November 2009). 
 
Presently begins MacOwan's interesting correspondence, dense with wit, allusion 
and information. Gunn and Codd (1981) make note of his professional style of 
writing, which also applies to his private character: 
 
“Every issue of the Cape Agricultural Journal contained delightful articles in his 
scholarly but charming, incisive and often satirical style, on a variety of subjects 
from seaweeds to Cape medicinal and fodder plants, tobacco culture, the 
production of olives, or wattle growing.” 
 
MacOwan's letters represent the most polished of the letters Clinton saved, and 
among all his correspondents is the greatest for dash and sophistication. It is 
perhaps a kind of mock humility when MacOwan related that the former teaching 
responsibilities of his colleague, the errant Scotsman, now devolved upon him at 
the expense of botanical activities was due to “my having, in a rashly confidential 
moment, confessed to habitually keeping up my classical reading for 
amusement.” 
 
I found myself, when reading MacOwan's few letters, in the same position as 
Eugene Ehrlich when he stated: 
 
“There is no doubt that readers are plagued by writers and speakers who blithely 
drop Latin phrases into their English sentences with no hint of translation. 
Without questioning the motives of the Latin-droppers, one can safely say that 
most modern audiences require some assistance.” (Ehrlich 1987). 
 
Among the multitudinous definitions of the English word 'tag' are those that refer 
to a tatter or rag, a small, loose fragment of something, a pendant, often 
decorative fragment, as a leftover end of string or piece of yarn once the row has 
been knit, perhaps even bound into a tassle. A Latin tag seems to be such a 
fragment of a string of words, a piece of a line from a complete poem, say, of 
Ovid, or a drama of Shakespeare's, or the introduction to a text, such as The 
History of the Peloponesian War. Bound up into an original bit of prose, it 
ornaments and gives depth to the prose it embellishes. It also is an exclusion to 
those who are unaware of the full line, or text out of which the 'tag' has been 
excised, that is, to one who has not had a liberal education in a prep or public 
school.  
 
I hope that anyone who reads the annotations to MacOwan's references and tags 
is not offended by this degree of detail; and. without extensive use of websites on 
the internet, it would have taken me an unjustifiable length of time to tract down 
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most of the references. This is, of course, an admission of my personal ignorance 
of much of what MacOwan decorated his prose with. By the time I finished 
tracking down many of his references I began to be embarrassed and was 
wondering whether MacOwan had led me into the same trap as he did poor 
George Clinton! and also Michael Bebb. If one were to find MacOwan's seemingly 
over-use of tags as a kind of secret language of offensiveness, one need only look 
to the decades of selfless work on behalf of South African science, and his mastery 
of prose, to realize that MacOwan had a deliberate end to achieve in loading these 
particular letters with allusion. 
 
In short, it seems MacOwan did not 'suffer fools gladly' and had little interest in 
supplying, for long, curiosities for a gawking public museum full of amateurs, or 
for enriching herbaria for the sake of piling up a valuable mass of material to be 
sold later, probably without study by the recipient. Especially as Bebb seemed to 
pounce on a packet of specimens MacOwan felt were sent to him by some 
inadvertence. He only fulfilled an obligation to Asa Gray perhaps by responding 
to Bebb and Clinton. MacOwan was, throughout his career, providing South 
African specimen material not only to his adopted colony and homeland, but also 
to the heads of European systematists in various European and American fields 
and institutions. Bebb and Clinton perhaps seemed somewhat nuisances - 
perhaps with some 'sotto voce,' if I may, help from Asa Gray, who was not above 
making somewhat if not actual disparaging remarks about the pretentiousness of 
some Americans with botanical ambitions - especially if some support of the late 
Confederate cause in the recently terminated American Civil War was indicated.  
 
Despite the delightful and witty manner of MacOwan's epistolary style, perhaps it 
is justifiable to suggest that the potential respondent might have felt too 
oppressed or challenged with their own simplicity to continue to merely trade 
specimens and curiosities with their South African correspondent, or to even 
pester him with a letter that might require a reply and contribute to a personal 
overburden of civil duties abundantly alluded to in MacOwan's notes. 
 
Today, MacOwan’s collections form an important part of one of the oldest intact 
early herbaria in the United States, the Clinton Herbarium (established  1863) of 
the Buffalo Museum of Science in Buffalo, New York. This herbarium is a 
treasure trove of specimens from botanical collectors active during the American 
Victorian period from some of the world’s most distinguished scientists. Clinton 
worked assiduously to leave a legacy of the highest scientific worth to the City of 
Buffalo and also to the herbarium of the New York State Museum in Albany, the 
State’s capitol.  
 
Paragraphs have been inserted into the letters reproduced here for ease of 
reading. 

  
 

   
Vol. 10 (155) [A 146 & 147 - two sheets] 
 
Somerset East Cape of Good Hope 
5 April, 1874 
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Hon. G. W. Clinton 
 
My dear Sir, 
 
On the receipt of your friendly letter of Jan. 20, about a month ago, I replied, but being suddenly 
called away from my belongings, cannot compel myself to remember whether the letter was 
posted. Moreover, during the interval of absence my study was invaded by those unutterable 
Philistines (1), the women of the household, and by their efforts in “tidying” has been reduced 
from its pristine orderly disorder to something like the Ovidian Chaos (2). On returning I was 
compelled to swallow down the verba male ominata (3) which rose unbidden, smile & return 
thanks, but when the door was shut upon my amiable spouse, I am afraid Seneca might have got 
a wrinkle or two for a new edition of his De Ira (4).  
 
Well I have searched high & low & tho' my impression is your letter was closed & directed, & not 
stamped, therefore not sent, I cannot find it.  
 
Now the best thing to be done is clearly to write again, throw myself on your mercy if you have 
already the missing epistle in hand and beg you to excuse the second missive with as much good 
nature as you can accord to a dish of crambe bis cocta (5). 
 
Our excellent friend Mr. Bebb (6) confesses persistently to having absorbed the greater part of 
the contents of a parcel not originally intended for him and coolly tells me I need “settle that 
with Dr. Gray.” (7) To expect anything like common honesty in the matter of desiderate 
specimens is - to be disappointed. “Convey - the wise it call” (8) or annexation (9), shall we say?  
 
Seriously, but for making you wait unnecessarily long for a return, Mr. Bebb has done quite 
right; I am greatly pleased that he found so many new things in the parcel, and had I thought the 
contents were not represented in his herbarium already, it would have gone to him of set 
purpose. He tells me you have laid by for us a wonderful collection of cryptogams, about sp. 700! 
Truly I shall turn them over with some misgivings as to the return- parcel for lately the very 
stars in their courses seem to have fought against Botany. We have had a most pitiless local 
drought, drying up & destroying even the native bushes, and reducing the grass-veldt (10) to the 
colour of rhubarb. Things are better now, - we have had the autumn rains and there will be some 
collecting to do in spring, say September next! (11) 
 
Besides Nature, other phenomena have conspired against the Scientia amabilis (12). Our 
Scottish Classical Professor has left the College at short notice, having been allured by the 
promise of a few additional bawbees (13), - killing bait for a Scotchman, - to go over the Orange 
River as “Inspektor Generaale van [B]ucatie]” in that South African Alsatia, the Orange Vryj 
Staat (14). 
 
I suppose he is to teach Boerdom English. In consequence of his defection, and to my having, in 
a rashly confidential moment, confessed to habitually keeping up my classical reading for 
amusement, a large part of Scotus his duty has been imposed on me, abridging my leisure for 
Botany to nearly an infinitesimal quantity. Judge then, my dear Sir, how I look forward to your 
cryptogamic envoi (15) with fear and trembling. Believe that I shall endeavour to do my best and 
overhaul whatever of the distributions of the last 5 or 6 years remains on hand. If the result 
amounts to 400 or 500 species, it shall be forwarded without waiting for the complement, 
perhaps during our mid winter recess. Only I am flattered by the honour your Society of Nat. 
Sciences (16) has conferred on me by election as a corresponding member. Will you kindly 
express for me in return all that is pretty & proper to say upon the occasion, with a hope that 
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tho' leisure is wanting for preparing anything worth notice in form of papers, yet I shall be able 
soon to put in an appearance as a contributor to the Herbarium, and increase your S. African 
contingent from the “125 species” out of Mr. Bebb's parcel to something more representative. 
 
You enquire about Shells, crustaceans &c. I believe there is little chance of doing much with this 
country - there is no one who will collect anything even for money. I can't get anyone to gather, 
even plants, in the Western province (18), tho' the foot accords one the privilege of franked 
parcels (19) thro' the post, reducing trouble of forwarding to a minimum. Our coast too is 
specially dangerous for small craft (20) & no dredging could safely be done by amateurs. I am 
far from the sea, 150 miles, i.e. 2 1/2 days ride in cart or horseback & rarely get away from this 
inland village long enough to make a sea-side trip worth having.  
 
Still I can now & then lay aside a few odds & ends, not directly in my line. The other day I shot a 
nice sp. [=specimen] of one of our eagles (21) which was foraging for an ignoble dinner off the 
fowls at a little way side inn. While awaiting my own supper, I made an effort to skin my 
feathered friend on your behalf, and tho' without regulation tools, in fact with only a jack knife 
he was safely turned inside out and is now better than could be expected.  
 
There are some showy birds you will like - Lamprotornis Vitoria [Lamprotornis vitoria, or 
victoria, as in Victoria Falls] (22), for example, wh. are sure to be easily procured tho' I'm no 
great hunter.  
 
Do you [fancy] snakes? I have now a very nice lot, but must ask geologicals (23) in exchange as 
they don't exactly belong to my dept. I shd. like to introduce you to our Puff-adder (Clotho 
Arietans (24) a very diabolical visaged wretch. Your Crotalus (25) could not for a moment 
dispute with him the apple inscribed “Detur ugliori (27).”   
 
As I have just now so little to send except promises, I venture to add my poor little picture, 
hoping to receive your vera effigies (27), for my collection of far away friends, some day when in 
the epistolary vein & you feel disposed to do a pleasure & a kindness to a very solitary student 
habitans in sicco (28) among Dutch-African Boers and Scotch settlers of the true [“Glasgae” 
flasgae” vaginan, vagman?] type, yet who is always 
 
Faithfully yours 
P. MacOwan 
 
Hon. G. W. Clinton 
Buffalo N. Y. U.S.A. 
 
Recd June 15 
 

 
 (1) The Philistine women of the household in their worldly or materialistic 
interest in superficially arranging the physical objects of MacOwan's room 
presumably destroyed the spiritual, artful and intellectual “pristine orderly 
disorder” in the original MacOwanian arrangement of the objects themselves. 
Philistinism is to have regard for conventional social values at the expense of a 
more Bohemian interest that incorporates a more profound spiritual rather than 
mundane value. This is the ironical or satirical side of MacOwan's style. His wife 
was Amelia Day, whom he married in Bristol, England in 1858 (Gunn & Codd 
1981). 
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(2) “Chaos” by Ron Leadbetter: “Ovid the Roman writer described Chaos as an 
unordered and formless primordial mass. The first Metomorphoses of Ovid 
reads, “rather a crude and indigested mass, a lifeless lump, unfashioned and 
unframed, of jarring seeds and justly Chaos named.” As a disorganized mixture of 
the four elements, the women of the household reduced MacOwan's study down 
to its basic elements (chaos) out of the heights of artifice in which he had left it. 
 
(3) “verba male ominata,” ominous and inauspicious words, that is, a curse.  
 
“Sed et aures eorum, qui Delphicum olim oraculum adibant, aeris tinnitu 
circumsonare consuevisle, ne verba male sibi ominata et inauspicata audirent, 
Plutarchus docet.” Loosely translated is:  “But also Plutarch teaches that those 
who once went to the Delphic oracle, were accustomed to ‘sound around’ their 
ears with a tinkling, jingling or ringing of bronze, lest they hear ominous and 
inauspicious words.”  
 
(4) Seneca's De Ira, “a study in the emotion, particularly of anger, its 
consequences and control, how to alleviate it, particularly how to reduce the 
desire to punish or take revenge.” 
 
(5) “crambe bis cocta” - “cabbage boiled twice”, that is, a subject hacked out. The 
Roman poet Juvenal has written, “Occidit miseros crambe repetita magistros” 
(vii. 155), alluding to the Greek proverb “Dis krambe thanatos,” a reference to 
wretched teachers tortured with reheated cabbage. “Cabbage twice boiled” is also 
the name of the yearbook of the Steller Secondary School located in Anchorage, 
Alaska, established in 1974.  Cabbage, twice over, is death; repetition is tedius; 
stale repetition.  
 
(6) Bebb, Michael Schuck (1833 - 1895), Washington, D. C.; Winnebago Depot, 
Illinois; Fountaindale, Illinois. 
 
(7) Gray, Asa (1810 - 1888), of Cambridge, Massachusetts, USA to whom 
MacOwan was a correspondent and who frequently arranged useful and 
productive connections among botanists and their allies the world over, 
especially for the exchange of botanical knowledge, research papers, specimens, 
books, seeds and so on. 
 
(8) “Convey - the wise it call” is a line from the Merry Wives of Windsor, the word 
“convey” being less offensive than “steal” - an elegant but condemning attribution 
of dishonesty to Mr. Bebb embedded in contemporary imperialism and literary 
culture - although MacOwan then relents. Clinton's package had not yet reached 
South Africa, but Bebb had alerted MacOwan of its promise. 
 
(9) Annexation, or the legal incorporation of some territory into another geo-
political entity, often during the second half of the 19th century by various 
imperialist and colonial acts, is, by implication at least in some instances, a form 
of theft. Note in 1871, Britain annexed the diamond fields of Kimberley; in 1874, 
Britain annexed the Fiji Islands (Grun 1991).  
 
(10) When MacOwan uses the term “veldt” (Afrikaans for “field”) he referred to 
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any of a variety of extensive African grasslands that are nearly flat, and which 
today may support a distinctive vegetation, such as the strandveld (the beach- or 
shore-fields) on the sands of the west-facing coast of Western Cape Province, or 
the renosterveld, another grassy shrubland, but whose species are dominated by 
daisy species (Asteraceae). Species composition may change when typical acid 
and sandy soils give way to those of shale, which along the west coast yields a 
basic soil. Lands viewed as “barren” from shipboard along the Atlantic coast of 
Africa during MacOwan's day actually supported an extraordinary native 
biological diversity. 
 
(11) South Africa, being in the southern hemisphere, experiences summer in the 
early part of the astronomical year, in contrast with winter in the northern 
hemisphere taking place generally from January to late March. MacOwan's letter 
was written in April, so the (summer) drought to which he refers took place 
earlier, in the first three months of 1874. The autumn rains, which were 
beginning in April, suggests winter occurring in (June), July and August, with 
spring coming in September with the resumption of the growing season (fall 
occurs generally around the Great Lakes Region of North America in mid-
October, spring in late March to early April).  
 
(12) “Scientia amabilis,” the “loveable science,” a reference apparently by Carl von 
Linne (Linnaeus) to the science of botany at a time when this pursuit was 
dominated by naturalists and medical practitioners (from the point of view of an 
urbanite). Botany is also thought to be a “friendly science,” related to the word 
“amateur,” a pursuit of a knowledge that is loved, pleasant, friendly but quick, as 
in all academic pursuits, to descend into the quagmire of professional 
competition for money, status and distinction. Although botany may be 
“amabilis,” it can be physically dangerous in certain locales and seasons. 
 
(13) A bawbee was a Scottish halfpenny. “The word means, properly, a debased 
copper coin, equal in value to a half-penny, issued from the reign of James V of 
Scotland to the reign of William II of Scotland. They were hammered until 1677, 
when they were produced upon screw presses.” (Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia, 
viewed Sept. 2009). 
 
(14) The Republic of the Orange Free State of South Africa was a Boer state 
independent of British rule up to the time of MacOwan. It existed between the 
River Orange and the River Vaal. In 1848, Britain proclaimed the region the 
Orange River Sovereignty, its borders determined by the course of these rivers. 
The State continued to be in conflict with Britain until, with the conclusion of the 
(Second) Boer War in 1902 its independence was lost and it was annexed. The 
relationship between the Orange Free State and Capetown was intensified by the 
fact that most of the people migrating into it came from the Cape Colony. The 
Alsatian reference by MacOwan suggested the perpetual conflict over boundaries 
between the Boer settlers and the native tribes, such as the Basuto people, much 
as the boundaries of Alsatia were fought over between France and Germany, 
Alsatia being a cultural mix of peoples of both countries and hence claimed by 
both states. 
 
In 1870-71, diamond fields at the junction of the Orange and Vaal Rivers were 
being claimed by “diggers” on land with indistinct boundaries, such that the 
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Orange Free State claimed a provisional government over the mining fields. As 
recently as October 27, 1871, relative to the time of our letters, the issue was 
temporarily resolved with the creation of Griqualand West, and incorporated into 
British territory. The Orange Free State continued dissatisfied and MacOwan's 
Scottish professor seems to have been sent out as an administrator to resolve 
some aspect of these difficulties. 
 
(15) “cryptogamic envoi” were several hundreds of specimens sent from G. W. 
Clinton, being exchanges with other, generally, North American workers. 
Clinton’s own field collections were authentically identified by himself, Leo 
Lesquereux, but especially by Charles H. Peck, the State Botanist in Albany, New 
York, a political protégé of Clinton's who first studied bryology and then switched 
to mycology. Mary Wilson, also a protégé of Clinton's, was the unofficial curator 
of the herbarium of the Buffalo Society of Natural Sciences, who took a special 
interest in lichens and who communicated with Edward Tuckerman, the leading 
American lichenologist of the time. 
 
(16) MacOwan was probably elected as a corresponding member of the Buffalo 
society of Natural Sciences at an annual meeting late in 1873. As noted above, it 
was in 1874 that MacOwan would also be elected to the United States Academy of 
Natural Sciences (Gunn & Codd 1981). 
 
(17) At this time in Buffalo, New York, several of the most prominent North 
American molluscan researchers were providing one of the most important 
collections of shells in North America to the Buffalo Society of Natural Sciences. 
Unfortunately, this early collection has entirely disappeared from the Buffalo 
Museum of Science and the reason for its disappearance has never been 
investigated. 
 
Still, in 1873-4, Clinton was avid to receive shells from South Africa. According to 
Smith, Edgar A., [Journal of Molluscan Studies 1903; 5:354-402, A List of 
Species of Mollusca from South Africa, forming an appendix to G. B. Sowerby's 
“Marine Shells of South Africa,”]  the first detailed treatment of marine mollusca 
was published in 1848 by Dr. Ferdinand Krauss, the Mollusca of South Africa, in 
which 365 “marine forms” were detailed, adding a few more in 1852 (in 
Wiegmann, Archiv für Naturgeschichte). Research on the mollusca of South 
Africa by Ferdinand Krauss was associated with the Royal Swedish Academy of 
Sciences and the Swedish Museum of Natural History. 
 
In the year of this letter from MacOwan, 1874, Dr. E von Martens  published a list 
based on work of Dr. G. Fritsch. In 1892, G. B. Sowerby published the Marine 
Shells of South Africa, giving an appendix with additional taxa in 1897. Edgar 
Smith added to this store of knowledge some 300 additional species in his 1905 
publication, with voucher specimens sent to the British Museum. 
 
See also Notes on South African Mollusca , p. 112,  by M. Connolly,  published in 
1915 in Cape Town by the South African Museum (website of the Biodiversity 
Heritage Library). 
 
(18) The western province perhaps refers to the area of Capetown on the Atlantic 
Coast of Southern Africa. 
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(19) This postage reference perhaps refers to a “foot post,” a “mail-delivery 
service employing exclusively foot carriers,” as noted in Webster's Third 
International Dictionary. Franked postage, that is some mark by which the 
government of South Africa agrees to submit a parcel to its postal service, 
perhaps refers to sending a parcel direct by (foot) post, perhaps making 
unnecessary the forwarding process, such as what happened when Clinton mailed 
his parcel to Bebb in Illinois from Buffalo, where Bebb then forwarded the 
package to Boston and on to shipboard to South Africa. 
 
(20)    The marine coast near Port Elizabeth due south of Somerset East is very 
near the point of the mixture of Atlantic Ocean waters and those of the Indian 
Ocean. The harbor appears to be associated with the Indian Ocean and lies 
exactly on 34 degrees south latitude on a cape (Kaap Recife) between Saint 
Francis Bay and Algoabaai (Algoa Bay). Port Elizabeth lies just north of the 
famous roaring forties, powerful westerly winds well known to European sailors 
who round the Cape of Good Hope on their way to the East Indies and find 
themselves in open water between Africa and Antarctica. Weather patterns are 
tempestuous in the region and perhaps this is why water near the coast is 
treacherous. 
 
(21)  The African Fish Eagle (Haliaeetus vocifer) is widespread in Southern Africa 
and is particularly common in and around some of the Rift Valley lakes.  
 
(22) In South Africa, birds of the genus Lamprotornis are starlings with highly 
glossy dark blue or green backs and striking yellow or red eyes - in one web site 
regarding the birds of South Africa, there were 19 species of birds listed for the 
genus Lamprotornis. 
 
(23) Probably “geologicals” refers to an exchange of mineral or other specimens 
of stone, rock or fossils. That MacOwan, and indeed many other South Africans, 
were interested in minerals may be explained by the recent discovery of crystals, 
which turned out to be diamonds (mirabile dictu!) in the dirt in Boer farm 
country - see notes on subsequent letters following. 
 
(24) The puff adder, Bitis arietans, is considered to be possibly the most common 
and widespread snake species in Africa. The “puff” part of their common name 
refers to their behavior, puffing up or distending themselves, when riled. They 
are a large snake, one of the most poisonous vipers, and very irritable. 
 
(25) The genus Crotalus refers to the American or New World rattlesnakes, some 
29 species, their range extending from southern Canada south to Argentina. 
 
(26) “Detur ugliori” is a play on Detur pulcriori “Let it be given to the more 
fairest.” “This was the inscription on the apple which fable tells us was adjudged 
by Paris to the goddess Venus, to the mortification of Juno and Minerva. “Let the 
prize be given to the most deserving.” * This snake apparently, for ugliness, 
“takes the cake.” [authorless]* Ancient and Modern Familiar Quotations from the 
Greek, Latin, and Modern Languages. J. B. Lippincott Co., 1897, Philadelphia.  
 
(27) “vera effigies,” that is, “true image” or standard likeness, a concern for those 
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interested in iconographical traditions relating to the images of saints, portraits 
of significant individuals, of geographical places or other images appearing in 
literature, for example. The picture of MacOwan in the introduction to the 
present article is presumably from the photograph MacOwan sent with this letter 
of 5 April, 1874.  
 
Other words for the same thing include vera icon and sancta facies, and 
particularly refer to images of Jesus Christ - a “true likeness” or “true portrait” of 
Christ; viva et vera effigies, living and true likeness of someone famous. It is often 
used in reference to copies of images in a search for the “true” likeness or original 
of an image, as a portrait made by Raphael or Michelangelo, or a true likeness of 
Copernicus, a true external likeness or representation. 
 
(28) “habitans in sicco,” living in a dry land. 
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PART TWO B: Additional Letters 
 
After MacOwan's letter to Clinton of April 5, 1874, MacOwan waited until August 1, and sent the 
following note to Asa Gray. Gray in turn, sent the physical note intact on to Clinton in Buffalo, 
which Clinton received on September 18. Clinton responded several months later, writing to 
MacOwan on the 15th of December perhaps when he was sure MacOwan was preparing his 
parcels. Note that MacOwan paraphrases to Gray MacOwan's earlier note to Clinton regarding 
the burden of the Classical professorship and his recreational Latin reading. The renewal of 
plant distributions in December perhaps is due to a school recess. The Bay is a reference to 
Algoa Bay (Port Elizabeth). 

 
The letter to Gray is oddly sober, compared to his earlier and later style of 
composition to Clinton. 
 
F.R.S. = Fraternitatis Regiae Socius, Fellow of the Royal Society. 

 
 

 
Vol. 10 no. 173 [A 107, 108, 109 one sheet] 
 
Cape of Good Hope 
Gill Coll. Somerset. 
Aug.1, [18]'74 
 
Dr. Asa Gray F.R.S.  
 
My dear Sir, 
 
I have been perforce a very poor correspondent for a long time both in the matter of seeds and 
plants, thro' entire absorption of time by the College. For some purpose of their own the 
Trustees declined to fill up the Classical professorship last Christmas having previously advised 
themselves that I still kept up my reading - for fun. So the duty has been imposed on me, wh. 
certainly is no fun, - to the utter loss of leisure for Botany on private account. The arrangement 
will I fear continue till December after wh. time there will be a chance of renewing plant 
distributions.  There are now many good things wh. should be sent for your Herbarium & wh. 
shall not be forgotten. Meantime, to put in an appearance only, I forward a few seeds wh. will 
probably be new to the garden and am 
 
My dear Dr. Gray 
Yours very faithfully 
 
P. MacOwan 
 
Might I ask the favour of your informing Judge Clinton of Buffalo, that I shall have to ask his 
faith & forbearance for a few months? A parcel of plants 560 sp. destined for shipment to him 
was destroyed in transit to the Bay by overturning of the wagon in one of our swollen bridgeless 
rivers last June, and I have hardly yet plucked up heart or grace to recommence & see what can 
be done to replace it. 
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Rec'd Sept. 18. Dec. 15, wrote to Mr. MacOwan.  
 

 
 

MacOwan's reply to Clinton's December 15 letter was written after an 
approximately month-and-a-half wait for the letter from Buffalo to arrive in 
Somerset East 'early in February.'  

 
 

 
Vol. 11 no. 39 [J 241]  
 
Gill College: Somerset East C. of Good Hope 
April 23, 1875. 
 
Honbl. Judge Clinton 
 
My dear Sir, 
 
Your letter of Dec. 15, was here early in February, and has been scanned more times than one for 
reply. Still the feeling that the best reply would be inadequate without a contribution to the 
museum of your society (1), withheld my hand, till I could report some sort of envoi fairly on its 
way. At length, and amid interruptions which have sorely tried my botanical patience, I have got 
fairly under weigh a box containing 550 species Austro Africanae (2), not quite first rate, but the 
best I can command after full 20 months enforced absence from the mountains and veldt (3). As 
the case has been awaiting shipment for about 7 weeks it is not unlikely that Linnaeus's well 
named Ptinus FUR, that detestable beastie, scarabaeus trium literarum (4), of botanists 
abhorred, has been doing his mischievous best among the specimens, tho' I never spare the 
mercurialized spirit even to duplicates. Still all plants from Africa seem to require double 
vigilance, so fertile is the country in insect life.  
 
Perhaps you will favour me by withdrawing the labels of any plants that may be found to have 
suffered, and enclose them with - if you please, your promised photo! (5). It will not be difficult 
some time to make good the mischief done and the labels thus forwarded will save trouble of 
making a list expressly. The "G.T. Kemp" (6) (Messr. Isaac Taylor No. 16 Kilby (7) Street 
Boston.) is just about starting from Algoa Bay, and by the kindness of the agents & Captain, she 
takes this little box, as she has taken many heretofore, free of charges. Being directed to you in 
full - ("Buffalo Nat. Hist. Soc.") it will be readily identified. 
 
From your note it is not quite clear that you have received one of mine, longish as usual, and 
written - ay de mi! (8) - a long time ago, for it seems ages since our College Trustees compelled 
us  to work double tides and give up to filthy lucre - (very little of it tho'.) hours devoted to the 
herbarium & the microscope. Perhaps the address was not quite sufficient: at any rate I shall 
forward this to care of Dr. Gray (9). 
 
It was not possible to enclose anything but plants in the present consignment. The discipline of 
the oxwagon is pretty severe under the best conditions but since our last Flood carried away all 
the bridges in the Eastern Province (10) and compelled the wagoners drive down into the river-
bed, quite "promiscuous" and trust to luck and the whip to get out t’other side, equally 
"promiscuous", it is as well to keep dry goods, plants & what not apart from pickled snakes.  
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But I have a fairish lot of these Lamiae (11) for you, at least 2 Winchester quarts (12) full. They 
look nice - I mean, no sign of decomposition - other niceness I won't guarantee. If possible they 
shall when packed go round via Grahamstown (13) where lives a learned Snake-ist (14) and he 
shall make out the list of ...giants for you. This is the more needful, for my chief book of 
reference is away in London, - binding. If you have Dr. Andrew Smith's (15) Illusn. of S. A. 
Zoology for comparison you can't go astray. It would be rather too much to ask the "Kemp" to 
take a second envoi even were it ready, hence I shall hope to find another opportunity soon. 
 
One would scarce think that Africa - arida nutrix (16) [Comic...] - was also a mother of Fungi, 
but tis even so: The sight of your splendid series (17) for wh. I cannot sufficiently thank you, has 
stirred up one of my disciples here to hunt about in the Kloofs (18) & bush when all sensible & 
rheumatic folk are in-doors out of the rain (19). Not unsuccessfully too: together we have got 
about 100 species all of which when time serves shall be sent to you. Von Thuemen (20) & good 
Mr. Kalchbrenner (21) have already had a few of them thro' favours of a German returning 
hence to Vaterland. 
 
The "Flora Capensis" (22) still lies aground & who of gods or men shall weigh the vessel up & fill 
her again with botanical thunder is beyond my prophetic powers to say. Not Thistleton-Dyer, I 
fancy - tho' he has been named engineer-in-chief this 2 years. It is possible to have too many 
irons in the fire, and possible to let some of them cool completely - as this poor book still out in 
the cold, has done.   
 
This is April. I have not forgotten that you were looking forward to its coming, bringing your 
sixtyeighth birthday (23). My letter will reach you somewhat late but permit me from this 
antipodal region to wish you the heartiest congratulations. We here are somewhat famous or - is 
it infamous? for "crush(ing) the sweet poison of mis-used wine", that is, making good grapes 
into "Cape Sherry" (24), but we do make good wine too, & in some of that same I now drink your 
jolly good health. Conceive your honoured corresp.[ondent] making a full libation, elevating it 
hostwise & nodding over it America-wards, about NNW., and then tossing his little finger upside 
down rapturously as the fluid disappears in your honour. - Then you have the whole scene.  
 
"Proveniant medii sic mihi saepe dies!" (25) 
 
I hope ere long to be free of this extra work wh. stops all but collegiate duty & get into the old 
[easy?] groove again. When poor little Brinvilliers (26), the empoisonneuse, saw the bucket of 
water provided by the tender mercies of the "question" for her to drink on the rack, she didn't 
think her whole body would contain so much - but she drank it every drop, poor lost soul! And if 
anybody had proposed to me to teach 12 hours a day some 20 months ago I'd have laughed like 
the Frenchwoman incredulously, yet somehow I get my teaching done and then my eating done, 
and then my sleeping done & so on over & over again like a horse in a mill. 
 
Believe me, dear Sir, my regret at being so poor a contributor to your Science is very sincere and 
I earnestly hope your bonhommie will still grant me time to fetch up the lee way lost these last 
two years and meanwhile permit me still to sign myself (26 - two years?) 
 
Very sincerely yours 
 
Peter MacOwan 
 
Rec June 18, June 19 wrote to Isaac Taylor & Co.(27) 
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(1.) The society was the Buffalo Society of Natural Sciences, of Buffalo, New York, 
USA.  April 23, 1875. 
 
(2.) "I have got fairly under weigh a box containing 550 species Austro 
Africanae;"  
 
When MacOwan became Director of the Botanical Garden at Capetown in 1881 
(Sayre 1975) after 12 years at Gill College, he also became Curator of the Cape 
Government Herbarium (Gunn & Codd 1981), a herbarium containing some 
3000 specimens which he increased to approximately 44,000 'sheets' by the time 
he retired in 1905 (Gunn & Codd 1981). These authors indicate that "from 1884, 
together with Harry Bolus, centuriae of exsiccata were issued at regular intervals 
under a joint label entitled "Herbarium Normale Austro-Africanum." The 
structure for issuing the "Herbarium Normale" was decided at this late date, 
however, in 1875, the specimens MacOwan was sending to Clinton in Buffalo had 
a printed label, and, as he says in his letter, these were 'species Austro-Africanae,' 
the adjective epithet modifying the plural feminine noun 'species.' They are not 
part of the more organized efforts made from 1884 where 14 centuriae were 
ultimately prepared and sent out to various major herbaria. Clinton did not 
receive these later specimens.    
 
(3.) It is perhaps 20 months of extra teaching that detained MacOwan from his 
(Boschberg) mountains and veldt - it is perhaps from the 'veldt' that MacOwan 
collected the grasses presently at BUF.  
 
(4.) Ptinus is a genus of beetle of the Afro-tropical region. Ptinus fur L. 1758, the 
Brown Spider Beetle, is now found worldwide. Spider Beetles are warehouse 
pests, feeding on stored cereal products of which plant specimens may be 
included and are known to infest  libraries and museums, where it is known to 
feed on feathers, animal skins and stuffed birds. MacOwan was concerned 
whether this pest should exit into Clinton's herbarium from the box(es) sent to 
him. Also called the Whitemarked Spider Beetle, covered with yellowish hairs (in 
one web site the Brown Spider Beetle refers to Ptinus clavipes). The interest of 
these beetles in wood makes their transmission in the hold of ships in the 1870's 
highly likely where they probably enjoyed infesting the cargo. They live within the 
structure of buildings, and so probably throughout wooden sailing ships, 
especially if there are rodent droppings. This is the 'scarabaeus trium literarum' 
the beetle of three letters (the epithet 'fur'). In Latin, the noun 'fur, genitive 
singular furis' means 'thief,' also rascal, rogue, knave, hence Linnaeus's 'well 
named' Ptinus FUR. 
 
(5.) your promised photo!: it would be interesting to know which of Clinton's 
several photographed images he may have sent to MacOwan.  
 
(6)  The G. T. Kemp, in an article in the New York Times dated July 2, 1881 (page 
8), sailed as a British ship, but may have been sold after 1874 by Isaac Taylor, or 
MacOwan may have been mistaken ('MARINE INTELLIGENCE.; CLEARED. 
ARRIVED. SAILED. MISCELLANEOUS. SPOKEN.BY CABLE', archives of the 
New York Times). Since the first paragraph of this article is missing, one assumes 
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the Kemp is part of the category 'cleared,' either for arrival or departure, and that 
the harbor is that of New York, USA. 
 
Under 'miscellaneous' there is the 'bark Campbell (Br.,) from London and the 
owner, if I interpret the article correctly, is 'Taylor,' although there are several 
Taylors throughout the nineteenth century shipping literature. 
 
(7.) Kilby Street, in present day Boston, Massachusetts, is a short street near the 
harbor and its wharves, one complex of which being, nostalgically enough, East 
India Row. There is even an even smaller street just north of Kilby, called Clinton 
Street, in reference to perhaps DeWitt Clinton, George William Clinton's father 
and 'father' of the famous Erie Canal of New York State, and the inspiration of 
many other canals in various states in the early republic period of the United 
States after the Revolutionary War, or, and perhaps more likely, after George 
Clinton, G. W.  Clinton's uncle and Revolutionary War hero. Number 16, a low 
number, perhaps indicates the close proximity of the shipping office to the 
wharves in Boston Harbor. Kilby Street is also near or in the financial district of 
present day Boston. 
 
(8.) ay de mi, or 'hai' de mi, a Spanish phrase - oh, poor me! 
 
(9.) Gray, who lived in or near Boston and the shipyards, would be just the person 
to care that a letter reach its addressee in the United States. 
 
(10.) Eastern Cape Province, at the border of which lay the town of Somerset 
East. 
 
(11.) The genus Lamia of Fabricius, 1775, represents an insect of Russian long-
horned beetles, the word lamia also is Spanish to refer to the Dusky Shark 
(Carcharhinus obscurus) but MacOwan was probably only using the literary form 
of the word Lamia, an allusion to the mythologies of Greece and Rome where 
Lamia was a daughter of the sea-god Poseidon and was conceptualized as a shark 
(hence the Spanish name for a kind of shark). In another legend, Lamia was one 
of the numerous ill-fated lovers of Zeus who, mad with grief, preyed on and 
destroyed children after a jealous Hera destroyed Lamia's own brood. In 
literature she showed herself as a sexual predator on men and was a night-time 
bogey intended to frighten children into good behavior. However, she was 
routinely associated with snakes, and Lamia may simply refer here to quart jars 
filled with such reptiles, destined for Buffalo. The serpentine lover of Hermes in a 
poem by Keats entitled "Lamia":  'She was a gordian shape of dazzling hue, 
Vermilion-spotted, golden, green, and blue; Striped like a zebra, freckled like a 
pard, Eyed like a peacock, and all crimson barr’d.' 
 
(12.) The Winchester quart: (British) a unit of volume equal to half a Winchester 
gallon, equal to two quarts, or 2.273 liters. (British) a bottle of that size used in 
laboratories, commonly holding 2.5 liters. Today solvents and corrosive 
compounds such as hydrochloric acid, large quantities of standard solutions are 
commonly supplied in darkened Winchesters (Winchester bottles)." During the 
reign of the Saxon King Edgar the Peaceful (959-75 AD), there was an attempt to 
standardize measurements and it was decided that all measures must agree with 
a set of standards kept in Winchester and in London. Units used at that time such 
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as the bushel, peck and gallon became known as 'Winchester measure.'  One 
measure, the Winchester quart, was used to denote half a gallon (2.273 dm3) and 
it is possible that the Winchester bottle (2.5 dm3) is derived from a metrication 
and rounding off of this." by Ted Lister (RSC Advancing the Chemical Sciences, 
website Sept. 2009).  
 
(13.) Grahamstown (Afrikaans: Grahamstad), site of Shaw's College (see above) is 
located in eastern Cape Province, or eastern Cape Colony near Somerset East. It 
was founded in 1812 to secure the eastern frontier of British influence in South 
Africa against the indigenous Xhosa people. Harvey and Sonder in their final 
volume (3) of the Flora Capensis (1865) thank Peter MacOwan, Esq., "for several 
hundred species of the plants of his district, most carefully and beautifully dried. 
From none of their correspondents have the authors received more admirably 
prepared specimens, and though the immediate neighbourhood of Grahamstown 
is not particularly rich, and has already been well beaten over, Mr. MacOwan has 
already detected more than one species, and has added to the Flora the Nuxia 
congesta, of Abyssinia." 
 
(14.) After perusing the entries for South African herpetologists on the internet, it 
appears that scientists who distinguished themselves in this area lived later than 
the MacOwan period under discussion. At the end of the year 1861, at a meeting 
when the Buffalo Society of Natural Sciences came into being, there was elected a 
Curator of Herpetology and Ichthyology - Hiram Ewers Tallmadge, but 
Tallmadge one year later switched to Curator of Ethnology (Goodyear 1994). 
Interest in herpetology in Buffalo did not become official until the early 1900's, 
and it is likely that MacOwan's 'Lamiae' never lingered into the twentieth century 
in the collections of the Buffalo Society.  
 
(15.) Dr. Sir Andrew Smith, KCB (Dec. 3, 1797 - Aug. 12, 1872), born in Scotland 
was a naturalist, zoologist, explorer and surgeon. He produced 'Illustrations of 
the Zoology of South Africa' (1838-1850) in five volumes after serving Britain 
between 1820 and 1837 in the Cape Colony as surgeon to soldiers stationed in the 
Cape. He was the first Superintendent of the South African Museum of natural 
history in Cape Town.   
 
"Illustrations of the zoology of South Africa, consisting chiefly of figures and 
descriptions of the objects of natural history collected during an expedition into 
the interior of South Africa, in the years 1834, 1835, and 1836; fitted out by "The 
By Andrew Smith ... Published under the authority of the lords commissioners of 
Her Majesty's Treasury." (Biodiversity Heritage Library online).  
 
(16.) arida nutrix, the arid wet-nurse, the climate of South Africa. Horace's (1) 
ODE XXII. TO ARISTIUS FUSCUS (a comic playwright), with its middle eastern 
and Arabian allusions, its wild and lonely places is reminiscent of MacOwan's 
exposure to the South African mountains and the open veldt, the 'land of Juba, 
the dry-nurse of lions."  "Place me in those barren plains, where no tree is 
refreshed by the genial air; at that part of the world, which clouds and an 
inclement atmosphere infest. Place me under the chariot of the too neighboring 
sun, in a land deprived of habitations; [there] will I love my sweetly-smiling, 
sweetly-speaking Lalage." translated by Christopher Smart (The Poetical Words 
of Christopher Smart: Volume V: the Works of Horace, Translated into Verse. 
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Oxford). The 'arida nutrix' is a tag from Horace's Ode, Juba, the king of Numidia, 
where a wolf fled: "quale portentum neque militaris Daunias latis alit aesculetis 
nec Iubae tellus generat, leonum arida nutrix": such a monster as warlike Apulia 
doesn't produce in its broad oak forests and Juba's land (dry nurse of lions) 
doesn't spawn," Michael Gilleland, translator.  
  
Perhaps MacOwan has romanticized his collection of Nuxia congesta "of 
Abyssinia," new to the flora of the Cape Province (see note 13). 
 
(17.) The "splendid series" may refer to a set of specimens, but most likely it is a 
reference to the mycological publications of Charles Peck that occurred in the 
Bulletins of the New York State Museum. 
 
(18.) Kloof, in Afrikaans means 'gorge' or 'ravine' as in gorges created by streams 
or rivers. 
 
(19.) MacOwan's 'disciple' is perhaps younger than he and has partnered with 
him in collecting mycological specimens during the rainy season. In the preface 
to Harvey and Sonder's third volume of the Flora Capensis (1865), they 
acknowledge a student of MacOwan's, when he was Principle of Shaw College, 
Grahamstown: "Among his most promising botanical pupils is Mr. R. W. Beade, 
who has contributed many interesting species, especially of Compositae, and 
whose well dried specimens do credit to his teacher." Mr. Beade is otherwise 
unknown. 
 
(20.) 'Von Thuemen' or 'de Thuemen' is Felix Karl Albert Ernst Joachim von 
Thümen, 1839-1892 of Austria. He is the author of the Mycotheca Universalis, 
which is an extensive exsiccata of mycological specimens - a kind of mycological 
'herbarium.' The Mycotheca Universalis (1875-1884) had just begun to come to 
press in 1875 when MacOwan wrote his reply to Clinton (Stafleu, et al. 2009). It 
ultimately consisted of 23 centuries (sets of 100 specimens).  
 
Numerous citations in publications exist, citing the numbers to which South 
African specimens are associated in the Mycolotheca Universalis. For example 
the rust fungus originally described by de Thuemen, Uromyces transversalis 
(Thuem.) G. Winter, 1884. Flora 67: 263, apparently indigenous to eastern and 
southern Africa, "on Tritonia securigera (Ait.) Ker Gawl., South Africa, Somerset 
East, July 1876, leg. MacOwan 1264;  Thuemen Mycotheca Universalis 1244) II-
III, Type of Uredo transversalis Thuem." ; also "A second rust species on 
Gladiolus, namely Uromyces gladioli Henn. was originally described from South 
Africa and has been reported from several African countries"  Gladiolus Rust, 
USDA  Diagnostic Fact Sheet from "Invasive and Emerging Fungal Pathogens" 
database. 
 
(21.) Mr. Kalchbrenner (21) is Caroly (Karl) Kalchbrenner (1807-86), a 
Hungarian mycologist who collaborated with Mordecai Cubitt Cooke (England), 
Felix von Thümen (Austria), C. Roumeguère (France), Ferdinand von Müller 
(Australia), John Medley Wood and also P. MacOwan, of South Africa. 
Kalchbrenner published several papers on overseas fungi mainly in Cooke's 
Grevillea and worked extensively on the fungi and musci of central Europe. The 
Index Herbariorum II(3) indicated he published 60 papers, describing more than 
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400 fungi from Europe, Asia, Australia and South America. It is unfortunate that 
most of his personal herbarium was destroyed, but specimens exist in the Slovak 
National Museum, Bratislava (BRA) and a few in the fungal reference collection 
of M. C. Cooke in the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew (K). Among those he later 
collaborated with are John Medley Wood in South Africa, Mordecai Cubitt Cooke 
in England and Felix von Thümen in Austria. 
 
John Medley Wood (1827-1915) resided in Durban and was a botanist 
specializing in the ferns and other plant species of Natal. He also contributed 
specimens to MacOwan's 'Herbarium Normale Austro-Africanum' (Gunn & Codd 
1981). Although known for his vascular plant collections, he had an important 
mycological collection, and Wood's herbarium 'became a regional station of the 
Division of Mycology' (Gunn & Codd 1981). 
 
Clinton and others represented in his letters in North America also corresponded 
regarding mycological matters with M. C. Cooke of London. 
 
(22.) The Flora Capensis, "being a systematic description of the plants of the Cape 
Colony, Caffraria and Port Natal," had, during the previous decade been issued in 
three volumes: one published in 1860, 1862 and 1865 (Gunn & Codd 1981), but 
later increased to seven volumes. The authors were William Henry Harvey (1811-
1866), Chair of Botany in the University of Dublin who had already published The 
Genera of South African Plants in 1838 together with other extensive knowledge 
of other, exotic floras, and Otto Wilhelm Sonder (1812-1881), of Hamburg, 
Germany, who, although never having travelled outside of Europe, possessed an 
important reference herbarium of South African plants and had correspondence 
with collectors, such as MacOwan. During the 1850's, W. J. Hooker had initiated 
a series of colonial floras, and Harvey was asked to assist with one on the Cape 
region of Southern Africa.  
 
MacOwan's contribution to his series was acknowledged by Harvey in the 
introduction to the third volume (Gunn & Codd 1981) in 1865. Harvey died the 
next year, in 1866. Gunn and Codd reproduce an autograph letter by Harvey to 
MacOwan, when MacOwan worked in Grahamstown in 1864 (p. 180) in which 
Harvey seems to indicate that when he completed the 1865 volume, he was going 
to 'commence 'the Genera,' perhaps with no further volumes of the Flora 
Capensis. Harvey and Sonder, in their first volume, had indicated in their preface 
that as many as five volumes would ultimately be needed to cover the 
extraordinary diversity of the Cape flora. 
 
According to MacOwan's April 1875 letter to Clinton, continuation of the Flora 
Capensis had not yet commenced, although since 1873 or so, William T. 
Thiselton-Dyer (1843-1928) had been named "engineer-in-chief."  This was at the 
behest of Joseph Dalton Hooker, Director of the Royal Gardens, himself "urged 
upon" by "Sir Henry Barkly ... who was Governor of the Cape of Good Hope from 
1870 to 1877" (Thistleton-Dyer, introduction to Vol. VI 1896-7). But, as MacOwan 
suggested in his letter "the pressure of official duties in which I almost 
immediately found myself immersed, left me little time for the task" (Thistleton-
Dyer, 1896-7). His lack of activity was putting a damper on professional and 
amateur botanical enthusiasm in the Cape.  "Thirty years were to elapse before 
the next part of the series was to appear, produced by Kew under the editorship 
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of W. T. Thistleton-Dyer, and the last part appeared in 1933" (Gunn and Codd 
1871).  
 
Thistleton-Dyer was one of the directors of the Royal Botanical Gardens at Kew, 
England, and succeeded Joseph Dalton Hooker, his father-in-law, in that 
position. From the few citations examined in a web-search of his name, he was 
not a well-regarded person, his botanical expertise appears to have been limited, 
and he seems only well-known as one of two referees who crushed a scientific 
paper submitted to the Linnean Society by Beatrix Potter - "Although he 
apparently knew next to nothing about botany, he became the director of Kew 
Gardens, so was highly respected," according to John Marsden, present executive 
secretary of the Society (Spore Prints: Bulletin of the Puget Sound Mycological 
Soc. No. 332, May 1997).  
 
Four more volumes succeeded the first three, during the 1890's and Dyer 
presided as editor over a series of specialists and staff members ("various 
botanists") at Kew and elsewhere who actually wrote the additional volumes. 
"During the last twenty years the time of one member of the Kew staff has been 
almost exclusively occupied with the determination of South African plants. 
Upwards of 10,000 specimens have been named and catalogued for South 
African botanists and collectors ...." (Thistleton-Dyer, introduction, Part II, 1896 
of Volume IV). Who this staff member was, if not Thistleton-Dyer himself, is not 
specifically stated, and he is not listed as a South African botanist in the list of 
plant collectors given by Gunn & Codd (1981), although other systematics 
workers who did not collect in South Africa, such as Harvey's co-author, Otto 
Sonder, are. 
 
As to Harvey and Sonder's intentions, or preliminary work on a fourth volume, 
Thistleton-Dyer quoted Harvey's statement in the preface to the third volume 
that the fourth was "shortly to be in preparation for the press," although 
"practically nothing available relating to it was found amongst Professor Harvey's 
papers. Nor did his coadjutor, Dr. Sonder, who died in 1881, undertake any 
further part in the work" (Thistleton-Dyer, preface Vol. VI 1897). 
 
Just a further note, W. T. Stearn (1996 Stearn’s Dictionary of Plant Names for 
Gardeners, Timber Press.) wrote that epithets of plants as “dyeri” are “In honour 
of Sir William Turner Thiselton-Dyer ..., Director of the Royal Botanic Gardens, 
Kew, from 1885 to 1905 [George Clinton died in 1885], distinguished not only as 
a botanist and an administrator much disliked by many of his staff but also as a 
dogmatic classical scholar interested in the interpretation of ancient Greek plant-
names.” 
 
(23.)  George W. Clinton was born in 1807 in Brooklyn, New York - in 1875 he 
would attain his 68th birthday.  
 
(24.) South Africa is presently the 8th largest producer of wine in the world. 
Particularly in the area around Capetown and the Cape of Good Hope do 
vineyards cover shorelines and mountain slopes. The wine industry in the 
country owes its excellence from the arrival of French Huguenots in 1688 
escaping from their persecution in Europe. The British were particularly 
enthusiastic about Cape wine products and exported large amounts to Britain 
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during MacOwan's day (World Wide Wine Tours website, October 20, 2009). 
Cultivation of the South African vineyards was based on intensive slave labor. " 
The cultivation of vines on a commercial scale in South Africa is chiefly confined 
to the southwestern portion of the Western Cape within a radius of about 240 km 
from Cape Town" (National Library of South Africa exhibit, on line October 20, 
2009). 
 
(25.) From the Amores of P. Ovidius Naso, from Amores 1: 5:  "proveniant medii 
sic mihi saepe dies!" that is, May mid-days often proceed to me in this way. The 
poem from which this line derives would rather shock the Victorian sensibilities 
of MacOwan's day. 
 
(26.) Perhaps in an ironic association with Ovid's poem, childlike, pretty little 
Marie Madeleine Marguerite Brinvilliers c. 1630-1676), of France during the 
court of King Louis XIV led a scandalous life that involved an expertise learned 
from her lover in applying poison to her family (father and two brothers) in order 
to acquire their fortune, after practicing on the poor and sick in hospitals. She, 
with her conspirators, was discovered, and beheaded in Paris, and her body 
burned on the 16th of July 1676. She did not suffer torture on the rack, but this 
was the fate of one of her collaborators. That she suffered some form of torture, 
however, is implied by MacOwan, who compares his excessive teaching load with 
her torture, and perhaps his gentle sin a satyrical reference to her overblown 
one(s). 
 
(27.) Isaac Taylor, see notes 6 and 7 for this letter. 
 

 
 

 
 

Greater Kudu (Tragelaphus strepsiceros) near Groot Okevi, Etosha, Namibia. Photo by Hans Hillewaert: 
Wikimedia Commons. 
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PART TWO C: Final Letter 
 
Vol. 11 no. 182 [J 73 & 72 two sheets of paper] 
Gill Coll., Somerset East, Cape of G. H. 
21 Dec. 1876 
 
To the Hon. Judge Clinton: Buffalo 
 My dear Friend, 
 
Doubtless on seeing my handwriting you have taken a long breath, as one who is trapped and 
taken, set to listen to a poet's new epic, a lecture on the Lost Tribes or the last derivative of tri-
chloro-methylammonium. Confess however that it is but once in a way, and that if long-winded, 
I practise the virtue of silence for eighteen months at a time. In this case however the virtue does 
not deserve much praise, for nothing has kept me from breaking silence incontinently but very 
poor health and very constant college work, preventing the shipment of a rudis indigestaque 
moles (1) of things for your Society's Museum. But let this day be marked with a white stone. I 
began in the early hours, not much after dawn, putting together this & the other trigle (2) long 
ago intended for you & tonight can report progress. The box is full, closed, directed & will soon 
be afloat, if Providence sends the usual sort of liberal-minded American skipper to Algoa Bay 
(3).  
 
[paragr] I have not been very lucky with birds lately: for lack of leisure some dozen skins have 
gotten the moth into them & are condemned - there are therefore only two specimens of our 
brown owl (4) sent this time. Then come a few fairish horns, wanting fine sand paper followed 
by a couple of coats of varnish. The clumsy detached pair belong to the hartebeest, Alcephalus 
Caama Pr. (5): The lyre-bent pair, annularly ridged is a specially fine sp. of spring buck, 
Antidorcas Euchore Prd.(6) doubt if you will see larger ones. The remaining pair belong to the 
Bushbuck (7) and tho' larger than commonly seen, are no rarity. I have 5 or 6 pairs of all sizes. 
The smallness of the box precludes sending a lovely pair of Koodoo (8), the spiral Strepsiceros  
[small, elegant drawing of a horned animal's head] near 3 ft. long. After worrying these horns 
out, you'll come upon a veritable Caput Apri (9) a skull of a young Boschbuck (10). I shot this 
gentleman some 5 or 6 years ago. He is only a youngster as you will see from the teeth, wh. pro 
tem. (11) are kept in with plaster of Paris. However there is, besides, the lower jaw of his 
venerable father, to exhibit the paternal "razors" with wh. he was wont to teach adventurous 
puppies to keep their distance. The incisors of the little one are ruined by a fall, but with the 
oldster's jaw you may make a show for the present.  
 
[paragr] Close by is a couple of seed vessels of Uncaria procumbens Burck, the "Grapple Plant", 
(12) an indehiscent capsule wh. requires that a buck shall tread upon its artful elastic hooks, be 
caught, & limp away in pain to its death in order that the seeds may be trampled out & puddled 
into the earth. Please, as the showman says, notice the short nail like spines that hold the trap in 
situ. It is the finest piece of diabolically intentional cruelty out! Should the too celebrated Slade 
(13), or any other medium ever be able to summon the Rev. Moral Philosphy Paley (14) from the 
Shades at my bidding I should certainly like to dumbfounder his universal benevolence 
argument with a glance at this truly infernal machine.  There are 2 species; U. Burchellii is 
smaller & without the second or lower hook & is designed for the torture & slow death of smaller 
antelopes (15). Then you have a lump of "Hyraceum", (16) a curious menstrual deposit of the 
female Dassie (Hyrax capensis) wh. is colonially used as a substitute for Castoreum (17), & sub 
rosa (sapientibus loquor)(18) is given as an aphrodisiac when S. Afr. Boredom thinks the little 
boers are long in coming. Pereira (19) has a paper on it in the Pharmaceut. Journal (20) . It is 
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beastly stuff. Poor Daniel Hamburg [sp.?] (21) to whom I sent a lump some years ago told me 
that a cask of it was offered in Mincing Lane (22), but "he was happy to say no bids were gotten". 
Next is a sample of native Madder (Rubia petiolaris) (23) from wh. fairist reds & purples can be 
got. It is not cultivated.  
 
{paragr] The fungi are only numbered - names will follow on publication of Kalchbrenner's 
memoir on them in the Hungarian Acad. of Sciences (24), not long delayed. The canister has a 
sp. of Sarcophyte sanguinea Sparrm. (25) a most extraordinary parasite on roots of Acacia 
horrida W. (26).I have only the [female plant: Venus sign]. If it arrives whole, wh. is somewhat 
problematical, your curator should dip it in a weak brandy solution of corrosive sublimate & dry 
quickly. It is otherwise as subject as a Polyporus to acari (27). I haven't just now got the still 
more curious Hydnora (28), but will try & secure it. By the bye Sarcophyte  is  detestably 
carrion-scented, while growing. Scald it, or immerse in Mercuri Chloridi & the odour dissolves. 
There is a bad figure in Linnaea (29) V. 2. made from old Wehdeman's (30) drawing.    
 
[Paragr] Below this you have our colonial Toad [Venus or female sign and another - a Mars or 
male sign?] (Dactylethra) (31) & two nice C. millemaenlates [sp.?] (32) A tin cannister holds a 
general gathering of lizard snakes (33).  Please cut the bottom off clean, like a can of oysters. The 
beasties will never come out of the hole thro' wh. they entered. (Mem. (34) The spirit is good & 
strong & will serve again.).  
 
[paragr] Then there is a little packet of Palaeolithic implements, rudibus simillima signis (35), 
such documents as the Bosjesman Deucalion (36) might have pitched over his brown shoulder 
and seen spring up in his own dwarfish likeness. The pierced hammer stone is figured by 
Burchell (37) as used by the Bakalari (38) merely to add weight to their digging-sticks wherewith 
they get edible roots. But it is inconceivable that so mortal a weapon as this hammer would 
prove if run out to the end of a suitable stick and whirled at an antelope or a struysvogel (39) 
could long remain undiscovered by even the rude South-African Adam. Moreover the typical 
weapon of the country is the "Kerrie" (40), carved as I think, exactly from the model of this 
hammer & stick. This is the idea [small drawing of a stick tipped with a round object] There is 
room for discussion whether on the migration of Bosjesman humanity to a sylvestral veldt, 
where grew hard-wooded trees in plenty & fit for Kerrie-making, he relinquished the pierced 
boulder wh. cost him months of patient boring with a stick and sand, in favour of the lighter 
tougher, less deadly but more easily replaceable missile - or whether, originally belonging to 
[second sheet] woodland and driven by Sonqua (41) i.e. Hottentot Adam into the desert, he 
relieved his mind by making stone Kerries instead of the original wooden ones. I go in hot for 
hypothesis number one and even think sometimes that from the comparative common-ness of 
these hammers they could not be very difficult to make. Certainly, with stick & sand, the drilling 
must have been excuse the pun, it is inevitable, an awful bore & one not lightly to be undertaken. 
Granted, that once drilled, the hammer would become a [Greek notation: ktema es aei (42)] joy 
for ever, bushmannically speaking, and like a hair of the great Julius (43) would be bequeathed 
to the driller's children and assigns like a rich legacy.  
 
[paragr] Still there are too many of them altogether for the stick & sand theory, and when fairly 
off on speculation's airy wing I humbug myself with a semi-belief that these blessed Bosjesinans 
had actually discovered diamonds (44) and anticipated Smith's Patent Howitzer Rock Drill (45) 
with its teeth of adamantine bort. If so, Smith's cake is burnt & his patent is naught. I have seen 
nothing resembling Neolithic work or any indubitable chipping to improve the edges given to 
the spaulls by that one first and final stroke, the coup de maitre that created them.  
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[paragr] But do you know how Bosjesinan Adam made them? No? then in return for the correct 
tip on the Nepeta (46), at wh. carelessness, oversight, what you will, I have blushed celestial rosy 
red half a dozen times, I'll tell you how to make Palaeoliths; the said how having been discovered 
at a dismal pic/nic years ago, when in company with several seniors in sere & yellow leaf 
smoking as they sat for want of thought we watched the young folks fulfilling their destiny. 
Having hammered vainly at the intellects of my neighbours in quest of an idea, I turned to the 
more interesting stones & practised spaull-making, with equally indifferent success. Whether by 
inspiration, whatever that is, or by what the thoughtless call Chance, I thought of hitting a 
second time, employing a tough dolerite pebble as the intermediate corpus vile (47). For mark 
you, it won't do to use a round edged steel punch & mallet: A. B. had none, and one must start 
fair on the Adamic ticket. So I broke out the middle prong of a fork that lay handy, wedged the 
much enduring pebble into the space left open, thus [side view of a three-tined fork-drawing, a 
pebble residing between the remaining tines] and laying him on the block of hard chert where a 
nice angle projected [drawing of the angle] fetched him an awful vicarious thump with a 3 lb. 
boulder. Enge! quod erat faciendum! (48) off flew the spaull - the precise Palaeolithic thing 
minus only the basal thinning to receive the reed-stem. Of course the next thing was to alter the 
process slightly - spaul off a tiny flake first for the thinning, then slip the pebble backwards and 
repeat the whack fortissimo. But alas! in my childish delight at having turned the Bosjesman 
inside out, I incautiously exhibited the process, and discoursed most excellent anthropology, 
when ehew! down upon me swooped the matronly unscientific & un-sympathetic owner of the 
fork then in my hand, caught flagrante delicto, manibus rubris (49). There was not even time to 
slip it into the nearest deacon's coat-tail pocket. Abashed the lecturer stood, feeling very small & 
heartily wishing he was a Bosjesman for the nonce, & venturing the clumsy apology that it was 
only a steel fork & of little value, was shut up & rendered speechless by the retort - "steel or no 
steel, it had no any call to be stole!" But split a stick to do duty for a fork, and pinch the pebble in 
the clefts, like naughty boys serve the tail of the deacon's dog when they want to hear its owner 
swear - and the Palaeolithic tip is complete.  
 
[paragr] I haven't many fungi to send. Kalchbrenner & Thuemen (50) have stripped me so 
utterly. The former is to publish a memoir shortly - there will be over 250 perhaps 300 species. 
Thuemen has already distributed some curiosa in his Mycotheca Universalis. One remarkable 
thalloid proposed I describe as a new Lysurus (51), L Tuckii, Kalchbrenner said Aseroe (52) 
potius (53)- Berkeley (54) says neither. Novum genus " Kalchbrennera Tuckii" (55). I am 
gratified at being so honourably extinguished. The sight of a figure of either Lysurus or Aseroe, 
would have saved me. I have since seen Roumeguere's (56) faint outlines & even those would 
have done. Alas for books on fungi, Sowerby (57) fetches 15 [a currency sign: pounds?] so 
Quarisch [sp?] says. It might as well fetch 50 [pound sign] as [15 currency sign] for botanists are 
never overladen with this world's riches, at least in Africa. Or if you'll excuse the questionable, 
.... Latinity - 
 
Dat Salernus opes, dat Quintilianus honores; 
Sed "Genus et Species" cogitur ire pedes. 
 
Suppose we say - 
Gaily the Doctors and Lawyers along in their carriages rush, 
Spattering Hooker and Gray, trudging along in the slush. (58) 
 
I doubt if ire pedes is the best of Latin, but it is indisputable the pace at wh. poor "genus et 
Species" foots it thro' this howling wilderness fungus-gathering. "It mayn't be Poetry "as Rare 
Ben [Johnson?] averred in his quarrel with Sylvester anent a certain smutty rhyme, "but it is 
true!" 
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Surely - sat prata biberunt (59) - you've had enough MacOwan for one write.  I was just going to 
close the runnels with a fine "dixi" (60): but stop one moment. Please where is that photograph? 
(61) I cannot evolve you out of my ... consciousness without it & without knowing what a re (62) 
your pet books when you read for fun. Write me as long a letter as you can, dear pater 
mycologicus, de omnibus petus [sp.?] et quibusdam aliis (63).  
 
[paragr] I hope you are fond of my pet authors - tho' rarely find one who is (64) - Erasmus, the 
Epist. Obscur. Virorum (65) - more - Burton the Melancholy, Montaigne, Chaucer, the 
Decameron, the Gesta Romanorum & R--s the abominable.  
 
[paragr] One more tho': Oliver Wendell Holmes (66). I must join the "Autocrat" to those whom 
I'd save in a general combustion of the State. One such man grown on American soil makes us 
ready to forgive the Pilgrim Fathers for bullying the Quakers & enacting the bluest of Laws. 
There dixi! [I have spoken] Valeas paneratice [sp.?]  
 
Ever yours, 
 
P. MacOwan 
 

[no note of receipt: probably in April of 1877, according to sequence of letters in 
Clinton's numbered notations.] 

 
---------- 
Notes 

 
(1.)  rudis indigestaque moles, a rude and indigested mass, a description of Chaos 
from the first book of Ovid's Metamorphoses 15-20, singing of the creation of the 
world and referring to the undifferentiated face of nature.  
 
(2.) trigle is Greek for the red mullet, a fish - a creature said to be sacred to 
Hecate, but perhaps meant by MacOwan to refer to something of no set 
importance; it perhaps refers also to the Red Fish (Red Gurnard), occurring on 
the western coasts of Ireland and England, it is French for the Searobin, or 
Grondin, the family Triglidae, one of the fishes of Canada. 
 
(3.) Algoa Bay is associated with Port Elizabeth - a liberal-minded American 
skipper probably refers to the kind of ship's commander or captain who would 
transport a minor cargo of cultural, especially scientific, significance without 
charge. Much of the natural history unfolding in the world during the nineteenth 
century, especially the colonial world, was learned from specimens that returned 
to Europe and America on cargo ships. 
 
(4.) Brown Owl, a possible reference to the Marsh Owl (Asio capensis), a small 
bird around the size of a pigeon and brown in color common in grasslands with 
wet depressions (Sasol Birds of Southern Africa - Ian Sinclair, Phil Hockey and 
Warwick Tarboton, editor Struik 3rd Ed p241). 
 
(5.)  Alcephalus Caama Cuvier [Pr. = Pringle], the Cape Red Hartebeast is extinct 
in South Africa, the last 25 observed at a farm in 1932. This animal was endemic 
to the Natal region and was removed as a livestock competitor, and destroyed by 
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wild or feral dogs ("Endangerment" by N. C. Heywood (Aug. 2000), viewed Oct. 
2009, http://www.uwsp.edu/geo/faculty/heywood/geog358/ endanger.htm#mammals) 
; Alcephalus bucelaphus has seven subspecies of which one is A. bucelaphus 
caama, the Red Hartebeast (Hartebeest). 
 
(6.) The springbuck, Antidorcas Euchore Prd. which is a synonym of the 
Antidorcas marsupialis Springbok, the South African gazelle, a beautiful animal 
with striking, lyre-shaped horns.  
 
(7.) The Bushbuck is a widespread African antelope of the genus Tragelaphus of 
which there has been proposed two species, Tragelaphus scriptus and T. 
sylvaticus. Tragelaphus sylvaticus, the Imbabala, is most probably the species 
referred to by MacOwan. Their horns reach to a half meter with one twist (the 
first loop of a spiral) http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bushbuck , from Wikipedia, the 
free encyclopedia (viewed October 2009).  
 
(8.) Tragelaphus strepsiceros, the Greater Kudu. since T. strepsiceros has the 
largest horns in the Bushbuck tribe, it is understandable that MacOwan could not 
include representatives in his package. 
 
(9.) Caput Apri, the boar's head. There is a famous boar's head carol dating from 
the sixteenth century, sung at Christmas in England in one line of which the 
'caput apri' is mentioned (caput apri defero, I bring the boar's head). "This song is 
sung on Christmas day at Queen's college, Oxford, and the custom of bringing a 
boar's head to the dining table is still maintained." 
http://www.christmas-songs.org/songs/boars_head_carol.html  (viewed Oct. 2009). 
 
(10.) Boschbuck, or Bushbuck, Boschbok, see note 7. 
 
(11.) pro tem. = pro tempore, for the time (being), i.e. temporarily.  
 
(12.) Uncaria procumbens Burck 1822 (Pedaliaceae), now known as 
Harpagophytum procumbens DeCandolle, harpagos in Greek meaning 
'grappling hook' + phyton, 'plant,'  an important medicinal plant from South 
Africa, harvested by the ton and now protected in the three countries where it 
grows, South Africa, Botswana and Namibia. It is known as Devil's claw, 
Sengaparile (Tswana), Duiwelsklou (Afrikaans), Grapple plant, Wood spider, 
Harpago. The 'two species' of the letter are now H. procumbens and H. zeyheri 
Decne, reduced to Harpagophytum procumbens (Burch.) DC. ex Meisn. subsp. 
procumbens and subsp. transvaalense Ihlenf. & H. E. K. Hartmann.  
 
Although more than deadly to animals in its native habitat, Harpagophytum 
procumbens has an extraordinary application for the betterment of human 
ailments such as fever, lower back pain, coughs, bleeding gums, venereal 
diseases, diseases of all kinds of organs, such as the liver, gall bladder, kidneys, 
much disruption of the digestive system to name only a few. It is frequently used 
as a tea, which in high concentrations is a poison.  It also has a beautiful flower. 
 
(13.) Henry Slade (d. 1905), an American medium of international repute, a 
specialist in 'slate writing,' as evidence for the paranormal. He entertained great 
notoriety throughout America, Europe and Australia, being promoted by the 
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leading spiritualists of the day, and systematically hounded by those seeking to 
debunk him, which they eventually did. In July 1876, Slade voyaged to England 
where he impressed the Spiritual community there with his materializations and 
telekinesis, which must have been proclaimed in newspapers on both sides of the 
Atlantic - as MacOwan wrote his letter several months later in December.   
 
See:  
Curtis, James. Rustlings in the Golden City. Ballard.1894; Podmore, Frank. 
Modern Spiritualism. London: Methuen, 1902. Reprinted as Mediums of the 
Nineteenth Century. New Hyde Park, N.Y.: University Books, 1963; Truesdell, J. 
W. Bottom Facts of Spiritualism. New York, 1883.  
 
From Answers.com; http://www.answers.com/topic/henry-slade  (viewed Oct. 
2009). 
 
(14.)  William Paley (July 1743 – 25 May 1805), "a British Christian apologist, 
philosopher, and utilitarian" "Paley's Principles of Moral and Political Philosophy 
[1786] was one of the most influential philosophical texts in late Enlightenment 
Britain." [From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Paley   Viewed Oct. 2009). 
 
"Its significance lies in the fact that it marks an important point at which 
eighteenth century “whiggism” began to be transformed into nineteenth century 
“liberalism.” In Paley's published words in Chapter 5 "The Divine Benevolence," 
when contemplating the universal nature: "We conclude, therefore, that God wills 
and wishes the happiness of his creatures. And this conclusion being once 
established, we are at liberty to go on with the rule built upon it, namely, “that the 
method of coming at the will of God, concerning any action, by the light of 
nature, is to inquire into the tendency of that action to promote or diminish the 
general happiness.”   
 
From the: Online Library of Liberty. 
http://oll.libertyfund.org/?option=com_staticxt&staticfilehow.php%3Ftitle 
=703&chapter=102789&layout=html&Itemid=27   Viewed Oct. 2009. 
 
(15.) See note 12. Uncaria burchellii is a synonym of U. procumbens Burch. 
 
(16.) Hyrax capensis is presently named the Rock or Cape Hyrax, Procavia 
capensis, a small  (8-9 lbs.) animal living in colonies of up to 50 individuals, 
strongly resembling a rodent but actually related to elephants and manatees and 
anatomically resembles in one way or another a whole host of other mammals. 
Today it is the most common animal on Table Mountain. This species occurs 
throughout the Middle East as well as Sub-Saharan Africa (Smithsonian, 
National Zoological Park information). In South Africa they are known as 
Dassies. They appear to mate in February, and aspects of female reproduction 
(the 'curious menstrual deposit') probably correspond to distinctive changes in 
the male reproductive organs at that time. Hyraceum is initially a sticky mass of 
dung and urine, but economically refers to deposits that have been petrified or 
fossilized over hundreds of years, such that masses may be harvested from a 
stony stratum, and which may in fact be the deposit to which MacOwan refers. It 
has been used to treat epilepsy, convulsions and other disorders (with 
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information from Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia - Sept 2009), and which has 
elements useful in perfumery. See Olsen, Andreas; Linda C. Prinsloo, Louis Scott, 
Anna K. Jägera (November/December 2008). "Hyraceum, the fossilized 
metabolic product of rock hyraxes (Procavia capensis), shows GABA-
benzodiazepine receptor affinity". South African Journal of Science 103 (retrieved 
from " http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hyraceum "). 
 
(17.) Castoreum refers to the "exudate from the castor sacs of the mature North 
American Beaver, Castor canadensis and the European Beaver, Castor fiber."  "... 
castoreum is the yellowish secretion of the castor sac in combination with the 
beaver's urine, used during scent marking of territory. Both male and female 
beavers possess a pair of castor sacs and a pair of anal glands located in two 
cavities under the skin between the pelvis and the base of the tail."  This odorous 
substance has been used in perfumes, but MacOwan makes a reference to its use 
as an aphrodisiac. 
 
From "Castoreum;" Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.  
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Castoreum   Viewed Oct. 2009. 
 
(18.) sub rosa, "under the rose," which has come to mean, in secret, or in strict 
confidence and has a mythic reference to Cupid, bribing Silence, in the shape of 
Harpocrates, not to tell of Venus' amorous misdeeds (Ehrlich 1987). "sapientibus 
loquor," 'a word to the wise' or discreet.  
 
(19.) Jonathan Pereira (22 May 1804 - 20 January 1853), pharmacologist, 
"author of the Elements of Materia Medica, a standard work, the first important 
English work on Pharmacy. He was examiner on the subject in the University of 
London." had apparently written of Hyraceum, a so-called crude drug, or a drug 
in its raw or unrefined form, in the Pharmaceutical Journal. See 
Shellard, E. J. (1980)A History of British Pharmacognosy (1980-1982). The 
Pharmaceutical Journal Vol. 226-228: 108, 189, 406, 201, 631, 774, 78, 371, 536. 
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jonathan_Pereira   Viewed October 2009. 
 
(20.) the Pharmaceutical Journal, the official journal of the Royal Pharmaceutical 
Society of Great Britain. 
 
(21). Daniel Hamburg. Perhaps a friend or colleague of MacOwan's. 
 
(22.) "Mincing Lane is a street in the City of London, stretching from Fenchurch 
Street south to Great Tower Street...It was for some years the world's lading 
center for tea and spice trading after the British East India Company successfully 
took over all trading ports from Dutch East India Company in 1799. It was the 
center of the British opium business (comprising 90% of all transactions), as well 
as other drugs in the 1700's."  from Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mincing_Lane   Viewed October 2009. 
 
(23.) The genus Rubia of about 60 species is the type genus of the family 
Rubiaceae. There are three species of Rubia in South Africa, of which R. 
petiolaris DC. is one (R. cordifolia, R. horrida). The Madder of Turkey (Rubia 
tinctorium) producing a bright red dye, is well known as a dyeplant. Both Rubia 
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petiolaris and R. horrida are endemic to southern Africa. Rubia petiolaris is one 
of the 10 most frequently sold medicinal plant species in the Eastern Cape 
Province today (Dold & Cocks 2002), and of the ten, it is the most expensive; it is 
"Heavily traded, unsustainably harvested and with a high price at the study sites” 
(Dold & Cocks 2002). 
 
(24.) See note 21 above. The memoir by Kalchbrenner may specifically relate to 
collections by MacOwan in an article in the Hungarian Academy of Sciences for 
1877. 
 
(25.) Sarcophyte sanguinea Sparrm., of Africa, is placed in Balanophoraceae or 
the Sarcophytaceae. According to Hutchinson, Sarcophyte sanguinea was known 
to occur only in the area of Grahamstown, near Somerset East. Sarcophyte is a 
dioecious plant - one gender growing on one plant, the other on a separate plant. 
(Hutchinson's new species is S. piriei):  A New Tropical African Sarcophyte J. 
Hutchinson Bulletin of Miscellaneous Information (Royal Gardens, Kew), Vol. 
1914, No. 7 (1914), pp. 251-253  (article consists of 3 pages) Published by: 
Springer on behalf of Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew. The female plant of S. 
sanguinea has "subglobular spadix-like clusters of" around 200 flowers "sunk in 
a common receptacle." The fruit is a syncarp "with individual fruits forming a 
spherical false berry," Hyde, M.A. & Wursten, B. (2009). Flora of Zimbabwe: 
Genus page: Sarcophyte. 
http://www.zimbabweflora.co.zw/speciesdatagenus.php?genus_id=509 retrieved 22 
October 2009 (viewed October 2009). 
 
The strong odor of Sarcophyte, mentioned by MacOwan is also a characteristic of 
Hydnora (see note 28). 
 
(26.) Acacia horrida (L.) Willd. is also called the Cape Gum, and Dev-Babul and, 
in addition to South Africa, is also found elsewhere in Africa, Asia, India and 
South America. The epithet 'horrida' is in reference to the vicious spines that arm 
the plant.   
 
(27.) The genus Acarus, a genus of arachnids, belongs to the order Acarina, the 
mites and ticks. Acarus siro, in particular, is a noxious pest infesting grains and 
cereals and is perhaps the creature MacOwan's Sarcophyte needs protection 
from. The parasitic Acarus scabiei (= Sarcoptes scabiei) causes scabies in 
humans and is responsible for mange in dogs.  
 
(28.) Hydnora (Hydnoraceae), perhaps Hydnora africana Thunb.,  is perhaps 
one of the most bizarre plants of South Africa. It, like Sarcophyte, is parasitic, but 
on species in the Euphorbiaceae, and is completely free of leaves of any kind and 
has no green coloration (achlorophyllous). "The plant grows underground, except 
for a fleshy flower that emerges above ground and emits an odor of feces to 
attract its natural pollinators, dung beetles, and carrion beetles. The flowers act 
as traps for a brief period retaining the beetles that enter, then releasing them 
when the flower is fully opened," from Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia, 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydnora_africana  (viewed October 2009).   
 
(29.) Ichthyosma D. F. L. Schlechtendal, Linnaea 2: 672. Oct-Dec 1827. 
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T.: I. wehdemanni D. F. L. Schlechtendal  Phan.-Balanophoraceae (10) 9 Feb 
1996, from the Index Nominum Genericorum.  Linnaea, ein Journal für die 
Botanika in ihrem ganzen Umfange. Herausgegeben von D. F. L. Schlechtendal, 
begun in 1826. 
 
(30.) Clemenz Heinrich Wehdeman  1762-1835, known as a South African plant 
collector and naturalist, but especially a painter of the trees, for example, and 
collector of wood material, of which he took a particular interest. 
 
That Wehdeman may have made a drawing of Sarcophyte may be due to the fact 
that a species (as Ichthyosma wehdemanii Schlechtd.) was named after him - this 
being subsequently reduced to Sarcophyte sanguinea Sparrm. (Gunn & Codd 
1981). His paintings are curated at the British Museum, Kew and Pretoria. The 
genus Ichtyosma means 'smelling like fish' - a further testimony to the 
malodorous character of this parasitic plant. 
 
(31). There appear to be three species of the amphibian genus Dactylethra: D. 
muelleri, D. pirus and one that is surely from South Africa: Dactylethra capensis. 
Dactylethra capensis Cuvier is now a synonym of Xenopus laevis Daudin. 
 
(32.) C. millemaenlates is probably a misspelling (of my own). 
 
(33.) This is perhaps the 'snake-lizard' (Chamaesaura) of South Africa, which are 
lizards that have lost their limbs, or legs, which are reduced to apparently 
functionless appendages. Also called Grass Lizards, they wiggle through grass like 
a fish in water. Three species of Chamaesaura occur in southern Africa: C. aenea, 
C. anguina and C. macrolepis (from Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia: 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chamaesaura  (viewed October 2009).  
 
(34.) Mem., memorandum, 'to be remembered;' in reference to a note regarding 
information that should not be forgotten; the neuter singular gerundive of the 
Latin verb memoro,-avi,-atum, 1. to remind of, cause to remember. 
 
(35.) [non satis exactaque] 'simillima rudibus signis,' [a shape not sufficiently 
finished and] 'very similar to rough statues' Ovid, the Metamorphoses I.318 ff., in 
reference to the ancient or mythological Greek 'Noah.' After the earth was flooded 
by Zeus to punish the sins of men, the son of Prometheus, Deucalion, and his 
wife, Phyrrha, were rescued in an ark they had built. When the waters receded, 
they were advised to throw stones (the bones of mother earth) over their 
shoulders, and from these stones, between them, mankind was reestablished. 
Ovid describes the transformation, or metamorphosis of stone (such as the 
marble in a statue) slowly assuming the characteristics of flesh and blood. So 
MacOwan describes the native 'Bushman' of South Africa and his stone tools. 
 
(36.) The Bosjesman Deucalion. (Boschjesman is Africaans for 'Bushman'). The 
bosjesman is the Bushman, a member of one of several groups of peoples from 
South Africa, nomadic in habit, living especially in the deserts of southern Africa. 
They are not considered to be allied racially or linguistically with any other 
people.  
 
(37.) William John Burchell, 23 July 1781 - 23 March, 1863), an English botanist 
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and collector in South Africa, known primarily for his extensive 7000 km 
collecting trip from June 19, 1811 to April 1815 from and back to Capetown 
amassing "the largest collection made by one man ever to have left Africa, before 
or since" (Gunn & Codd 1981). He collected 50,000 plant specimens, but also 
around 10,000 "skins, skeletons, insects, seeds, bulbs and fish." He also "made 
about 500 accurate drawings of landscapes, portraits, costumes, zoological and 
botanical material" some of which were published in his 'Travels in the Interior of 
Southern Africa," two volumes, 1822 and 1824 (Gunn & Codd 1981).  
 
It is in these volumes that Buschell must have published an illustration of the 
'pierced hammer stone.' 
 
(38.) The Bakalari were evidently a people - there is also a reference in old South 
African literature to a Bakalari Desert, such as "Rivers of Water in a Dry Place, an 
account of the introduction of Christianity into South Africa and of Mr. Moffat's 
Missionary labours." 'Designed for the Young.' London: The Religious Tract 
Society. Perhaps the name is associated with Bakalarr in Western Gambia. 
 
(39.) struysvogel or struisvogel, the Ostrich; Struthio camelus australis is a 
subspecies native to South Africa. 
 
(40). The kerry (knobkierrie, knobkerrie, knopkierie, knobkerry), "are African 
clubs used mainly in Southern and Eastern Africa. Typically they have a large 
knob at one end and can be used for throwing at animals in hunting. This knob is 
carved out of a tree trunk and the shaft is simply the branch that protruded from 
the tree at that point." The kerry, "an indispensable weapon of war" was 
especially used by the Nguni tribes of southern South Africa, such as the Zulu and 
Xhosa. "Knobkierries are still widely carried, especially in rural areas. The 
weapon is employed at close quarters, or as a missile, and in time of peace may 
serve as a walking-stick. The head, or knob, is often ornately carved with faces or 
shapes that have symbolic meaning." from wikipedia, the free encyclopedia, 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Knobkerry  (viewed October 2009). 
 
Note that the kerry as described in this note is a single piece of wood, the head 
being the basal end of the branch excavated from the flesh of the tree trunk out of 
which the branch developed. 
 
(41.). 1800 to 1600 years ago pastoral peoples densely settled the western or 
Atlantic coast of South Africa. The SonQua (Bushmen), or San, like the Guriqua, 
apparently no longer exist there. The San are the people the early settlers called 
Bushmen, living off the veldt and without cattle, whereas the Khoikhoi being or 
considering themselves to be a separate cultural group, possessed and cared for 
herds. There is and was abundant archeological and anthropological material to 
be found and analyzed in these western coastal regions. Hottentot is another 
name for the Khoikhoi people. The San are not Hottentots but were indigenous to 
South Africa when the Khoikhoi (Hottentot) people migrated there. Hottentot, a 
Dutch word first used to describe the stuttering sounds of the Khoikhoi, is no 
longer used in reference to these people. MacOwan seems interested in the 
migratory pattern of the people using the Kerry. 
 
(42.) ktema es aei, 'an eternal' or 'perpetual possession.' "Said by Thucydides of 
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his own history, which he bequeathed as an 'imperishable treasure' to posterity." 
History of The Peloponnesian War  1, 22 (King 1904). 
 
(43.) 'like a hair of the great Julius' - reference unknown to me, perhaps Julius 
Caesar but, however, note that he was bald. 
 
(44.)  Diamonds were discovered in Kimberley, and gold in the Transvaal: at 
present 49 percent of the world's diamonds are mined in central to southern 
Africa. It was in the 1870's, when these letters were written to Clinton, that the 
Diamond Fields of South Africa were first discovered - 1871 the year when a 
significant diamond was found on the farm of the DeBeer's brothers on the slopes 
of a low elevation, the Colesberg Kopje on their property, immediately after 
which a Diamond Rush was on to the area: "From mid-July 1871 to 1914, 50,000 
miners dug the hole with picks and shovels, yielding 2,722 kg of diamonds." 
(from Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia Sept. 2009).  The Colesberg became a pit 
and under this was developed the famous Kimberley Mine. 
 
It is said that in 1867, MacOwan and a colleague, H. G. Galpin, helped the 
naturalist and geologist William Guybon Atherstone identify a crystal found near 
Hopetown as a diamond - a mineral doubtless unexpected in the region, which 
gave early momentum to what would soon be a craze, a diamond rush and change 
the history of South Africa forever (Gunn and Codd 1981).  
 
The Boers appeared to own the land on which these fabulous deposits were 
embedded, but the British were the engineers and the men of business who could 
exploit the fields, and so another layer of inter-cultural and political tension was 
created. At this time the fabulous native oil deposits south of Buffalo, New York, 
in the State of Pennsylvania were discovered at Titusville and other areas, and an 
oil-rush had begun there, to be ultimately dominated by John D. Rockefeller. 
 
(45.) Howitzer is a Dutch word and refers to a short cannon or a cannon with a 
short barrel and large powder chamber 'delivering shells at a medium or low 
muzzle velocity, usually by a high trajectory'; it appears to be a kind of mortar, 
with a hollow projectile that can be inserted by hand. Or a cannon with the 
capacity to fire large projectiles with smaller charges. One happy characteristic of 
this type of gun is that it can be disassembled and carried over bad terrain (see 
MacOwan's unfortunate wagons at the river in flood). Apparently a weapon of 
this type was adapted to the excavation process in mining. 
 
(46.) Nepeta. Apparently Clinton caught MacOwan out on the name of a plant. 
Nepeta is a genus in the mint family (Lamiaceae; Labiatae), of which Nepeta 
cataria L., the Catnip is the most familiar. However, according to a recent 
checklist of the plant species of South Africa, Catnip does not grow there: 
http://www.calflora.net/southafrica/speciesindex.html  (viewed October 2009). 
 
(47.) corpus vile, in Latin is rendered "worthless body;" it is defined as "A person, 
animal or thing treated as expendable, to therefore use as an experimental 
subject regardless of whatever loss or damage it may suffer as a result. 
(figuratively) The subject of an experiment." Wiktionary: 
http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/corpus_vile;  viewed October 2009.  vilis,-e (adj.) in 
Latin: of small price, cheap, of little value.  
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(48.) quod erat faciendum! 'that which was to be done' "The statement, 
abbreviated QEF, that is appended to a mathematical solution, with the meaning 
'We have done the work we were required to do." (Ehrlich 1987). 
 
(49.) used in law: (in) flagrante delicto, manibus rubris, while [the crime or 
offence] is blazing (i.e. while committing the offence), with red hands.  
 
(50.) Kalchbrenner & Thuemen: see note number 20 and 21 above.  
 
(51.) The fungus genus Lysurus represents a collection of species collectively 
called Stinkhorns, due to their smell when ripe, which is generally repulsive to 
human beings, but may perhaps be interesting to, say, a fly, the odors generally 
resembling that of sewage. They are in the family Phallaceae due to the 
resemblance in many species to the membrum virile. 
 
(52.) Aseroe, a genus of stinkhorns, also in the Phallaceae, all  of which appear to 
be saprobic, living on decaying organic matter. 
 
(53.) potius (adv.): rather, preferably. 
 
(54.) Reverend M. J. Berkeley (1803-1889), a British clergyman and mycologist, 
was known for his great tome, Outlines of British Fungology, published in 1860, 
in which he described and illustrated the thousand or so fungi indigenous to the 
British Isles. He earlier published treatments of fungi collected in the North 
Pacific, New Zealand and Australia, including specimens collected by Charles 
Darwin on the expedition of H. M. Ship Beagle. 
 
On many labels in the Clinton Herbarium and here and there in the G. Clinton 
correspondence, the authority abbreviations read "B. & C." or "B. et C.": this 
stands for Berkeley and Mordecai A. Curtis, between which there was a 
correspondence (Petersen 1980). 
 
Berkeley named a genus, Macowania agaricina Berkeley, after MacOwan, just to 
have Kalchbrenner later, after various study, shift these plants to a new genus: 
Macowanites.  
 
(55.) Kalchbrenner described a genus of fungi after MacOwan: Macowanites 
agaricinus Kalchbr. (Kalchbrenner (1876) 116, (1882 a) 107 ). Another was 
described by Berkeley: Macowania agaricina Berkeley "amongst grass at foot of 
trunks of Acacia karroo, in fields near Somerset East, MacOwan 1211, 22087, Kew 
& Upsala." Hydnangium nigricans Kalchbr. (Kalchhrenner (1882 a) 107 "grass 
under Acacia trees, at foot of Boschherg, MacOwan 1211, Kew & Berlin." 
 
There is a Kalchbrennera tuckii Berkeley (1876 c) 785, (1876 b) 248; 
Kalchbrenner (1876) 115, (1882 a)106; Fischer (1886) 60, (1890) 18 ; Medley 
Wood (1898) 18 ; Sacc. Syll. Fung. VII : l4; also  Kalchbrennera tuckii var. 
microcephala Pole Evans (1915 b) 159; " after heavy rain, on ground amongst 
Acacia thickets, Boschberg, MacOwan & Tuck (MacOwan 1225). from The South 
African fungi and lichens to the end of 1945: E.M. Doidge, Bothalia. 1950, vol. V. 
1094 pages; http://www.cbs.knaw.nl/publications/mycoheritage/doidge/ index.html ; 
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viewed October 2009).   
 
Examination of this compendium of fungi and lichens with the habitat described 
on the label may give the interested student some idea of the ecology of the 
region around Boschberg Mountains where MacOwan collected - especially the 
Acacia-wooded grasslands. 
 
Kalchbrennera is a genus of fungi comprising the Stinkhorns, e.g. Kalchbrennera 
corallocephalus (= Lysurus corallocephalus).  The genus was described by 
Berkeley as new, and K. tuckii M. J. Berkeley is the type species on which the new 
genus was based - all based on the collection made by MacOwan and Tuck! 
[citation Index Nominum Genericorum], hence "I am gratified at being so 
honourably extinguished."   
 
(56.)  Casimir Roumeguere (1828-1892) studied cryptogams, such as algae, 
mosses, lichens and fungi, and also he studied conchology. He was founder of the 
Revue Mycologique, the first journal dedicated to mycological research. The text 
to which MacOwan refers is probably the Cryptogamie Illustrée, published in 
Paris in 1870, which included "Famille des Champignons contenant 1,700 figures 
representant ..." fungi at various ages, their anatomy, organography, their 
reproduction including microscopic images (TL2 p. 936). 
 
(57.) James Sowerby (1757-1822), botanical illustrator and father of a family of 
sons with the same disposition who illustrated many books and publications of 
other British and foreign scientists. MacOwan's reference is probably to 
"Coloured figures of English fungi or mushrooms, ..." published in London 
throughout various years from 1795 to 1803 (TL2) p. 761. The United States 
Department of Agriculture presently possesses a complete set. They were hand-
colored. In MacOwan's day (1876) Sowerby's volumes were very valuable 
collector's items. 
 
(58.) As MacOwan mentions in his letter, he taught Robert Burton's great 
Anatomy of Melancholy, first published in 1621. In the chapter entitled: Love of 
Learning, or overmuch study. With a Digression on the misery of Scholars, and 
why the Muses are Melancholy, there is the quote: 
 
"Dat Galenus opes, dat Justinianus honores, 
Sed genus et species cogitur ire pedes;" 
"The rich physician, honour'd lawyers ride, 
While the poor scholar foots it by their side." 
 
Burton goes on to say "Poverty is the muses' patrimony...". MacOwan is referring 
to the lack of funds by which he might purchase Sowerby's book - 'genus et 
species' a reference to the particular plight of taxonomists, and those studying 
mycology in particular. 
 
Galen (circa 129 - circa 200 A.D.) was known as a Greek physician who had a 
great influence on western medicine for over a millennium. 
 
The Christian Emperor of Byzantium, Flavius Justinianus, is known for having 
reorganized the Roman Empire (yet again), but he also codified the laws, 
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resulting in the Codex Justinianus, in 534 A.D. - hence the allusion to 'lawyers' in 
the translation above, hence Galen gives money, Justinian gives public, or high 
office (or honors). 
 
Salernus is, perhaps, a reference to the great medical school of Salerno, in 
southern Italy, the 'first medaeval medical school'[from Wikipedia, the free 
encyclopedia; http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Schola_Medica_Salernitana  (viewed 
November 2009). 
 
Marcus Fabius Quintilianus (circa 35 - circa 95 A.D.),  author of the Institutio 
oratoria in 12 volumes, achieved wealth and fame as the ultimate specialist in 
oratory, or rhetoric, certainly of great use to politicians and lawyers. 
 
Salernus is made to replace Galen, Quintilianus to replace Justinianus in the 
earlier Latin, but both still refer to the wealth of doctors and lawyers. 
 
MacOwan's genus and species refers to the modern institution of systematics 
instituted by Linnaeus and intensely practiced all over the western world during 
the Victorian era, when the colonial possessions in Great Britain's empire 
extended around the world, especially through the programs of the Royal 
Botanical Garden at Kew, but also by men of various walks of life in various 
countries. 
 
George Bentham and Joseph Dalton Hooker were creating their great Genera 
Plantarum in three volumes during 1862 to 1883, at the time of MacOwan's 
writing. Asa Gray had collaborated with Hooker on various projects and had been 
working with John Torrey on a Flora of North America before settling to the 
Manual of Botany of the Northeastern United States. 
 
(59.) sat prata biberunt. In Virgil's third Eclogue, one of a number of shepherds 
who is judging a pastoral poetry contest says 'staunch now your streams, boys,  
for the meadows have drunk their fill' (claudite iam rivos, pueri: sat prata 
biberunt), another has translated this as “Turn off the fountains [of poetic 
inspiration], boys: the fields have drunk enough.” 
 
(60.) dixi, in Latin, the perfect indicative active of dico, to speak: "I have spoken", 
indicating that MacOwan is finished and he will say no more. A vow which he 
immediately breaks. 
 
(61.) Clinton has not included his photograph, although by now he has a more 
attractive one than he usually distributed (compare the full face image at the 
beginning of this article to the image Bebb referred to). Perhaps it was vanity that 
Clinton did not include it - MacOwan's is dignified enough.  
 
(62.) in re (re = ablative singular of res, 'a thing, fact, circumstance' - 'in regard to' 
) - whatever Clinton read, it is very doubtfully the same reading matter as 
MacOwan, or there is no evidence for it in Clinton's correspondence, which 
included some religious matter certainly, by which he could debate somewhat 
against Darwin's controversial origin of species. MacOwan's formidable grasp of 
Latin tags, Latinized paraphrases, current issues, on both sides of the Atlantic (as 
seen from England), in the newspapers and culturally in general is enough to 
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terminate any interest in further correspondence by the recipient of his letters. 
Note Bebb's letter above where he states his appreciation of a plain letter to be 
tossed down on a table ("I like letters that appear to be written to toss across a 
table, friendly scraps, with out set phrase either to begin or end with - parts of a 
continuous correspondence." Bebb to Clinton, Nov.. 8, 1873). 
 
(63.) pater mycologicus, de omnibus petus [sp.?] et quibusdam aliis; [write] 
mycological father, concerning all things [?] and certain others .... [?] 
 
(64.) MacOwan acknowledges, in his sincerity, that he doubts that Clinton will 
enjoy his favorite authors - and perhaps not pester him for more letters (or 
specimens). It is possible, given the demands on his time and energy, that 
MacOwan preferred his and his South African colleagues to labor in the field for 
higher reasons than simply to fill small-town herbaria with exotic (and valuable 
or interesting) specimens that no one was going to study, and which, perhaps, 
would ultimately be used to keep widows in funds, through their sale, after their 
botanical husbands had perished. 
 
(65.) Epist. Obscur. Virorum = Epistulae Obscurorum Virorum = the Letters of 
Obscure Men - a collection of letters written in Latin from 16th century Germany. 
mocking "the doctrines and modes of living of the scholastics and monks, mainly 
by pretending to be letters from fanatic Christian theologians discussing whether 
all Jewish books should be burned as un-Christian or not." (Wikipedia, the free 
encyclopedia, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Epistol%C3%A6_Obscurorum_Virorum , 
viewed November 2009).  
 
MacOwan's other authors also, in some way, rebel against conformity or 
conventional morality - they were intensely humanistic, but certainly they were 
all written in Latin, or foreign languages or obsolete English forms.   R--s, the 
abominable may perhaps be a reference to Francoise Rabelais? Certainly it would 
appear that the "fantasy, satire, the grotesque, and both bawdy jokes and songs" 
said to be part of the Rabelaisian repertoire would appeal to MacOwan's taste, as 
it appears in these several letters (Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia: 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fran%C3%A7ois_Rabelais ; viewed November 2009). 
 
(66.) Oliver Wendell Holmes, Sr. (August 29, 1809 – October 7, 1894) wrote the 
"Breakfast-Table" series, beginning with The Autocrat of the Breakfast-Table, 
published serially in 1831-2 and later collected in a book, published in 1858, 
composed of poetry, songs, jokes and stories presented as breakfast table-talk. 
(Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia; 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oliver_Wendell_Holmes,_Sr .; viewed November 
2009). 
 
The Autocrat was a series of essays that brought intense pleasure to Mark Twain, 
a personality similar in some ways to Peter MacOwan. 
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Port Elizabeth 
1 st [?] [month? = Jan.?] 1877 
 
Dear Sir 
 
At the request of our mutual friend Mr. P. MacOwan, I have shipped by  
the bark Anna I. Taylor 
 
Capt[ain] Percival 
 
a box of dried plants addressed to you to the care of 
 
Isaac Taylor Esqr. 
Boston 
 
The box is kindly taken charge of by Capt. Percival free of expense. The vessel sailed from this 
for Boston - at end of last month - will be due there about end of March - write to Mr. Taylor 
(who is the owner of the vessel) & thank him for passage of the box, and I doubt not he will take 
the trouble to forward it to you if you have no other way to get it from Boston 
 
I remain 
yours truly 
 
J. R. Holland 
 

[no note of receipt] 
 
[placed between letter numbers 174 March 19th 1876 and 176 Mar. 30 [1877] 
 
It is perhaps interesting to note here that the first of the 'large modern luxury 
liners', the S. S. "Oceanic," of the White Star Line, was launched in 1871 (Grun 
1991). 
 
This was a time since the 1850's when the racing clipper ships were built ever 
larger, ever more ornate, sleek and faster in the water. The Anna I. Taylor was 
probably named after Taylor's wife (or other family member). The era of the 
American clipper ships lasted only ten years - few before 1850 and few to none 
after 1857-1859. 
 
In The Era of the Clipper Ships, Arthur H. Clark, Isaac Taylor of Boston was said 
to have built the Syren. He was one of several owners of Boston ships during the 
1850's, including Samuel Hall and Daniel C. Bacon, and he may have owned a 
shipyard and built them.  
 
Ships, many of them clipper ships but including sloops and schooners, built by 
the Boston ship architect Donald McKay, were constructed between 1842 into the 
1870's [Clipper Ship History, Oct. 2009, on site Updated by 
Lars_Bruzelius@udac.uu.se  
Derived from The Maritime History Virtual Archives ] Trade with the orient may 
have included tea and coffee and Port Elizabeth was probably mostly a refueling 
station. During the 1870's the steamships were replacing sail, offering cheaper 
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rates on cargo. 
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Appendix. Images of holograph letters of Peter MacOwen to George W. Clinton. From 
the collection of the Buffalo Museum of Science, by permission. The letters are relatively 
high resolution. Use your zoom function to read them closely. The letters are in the 
original folded sheets, parted here for scanning. The reader will have to find the “next 
page.” There is one image per following page. 
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